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ABSTRACT 
 

Association rules are one of the most popular methods of 
data mining. This technique allows to discover interesting 
dependences between objects. The thesis concerns on 
association rules for hierarchy of objects. As a multi–level 
structure is used DBLP database, which contains 
bibliographic descriptions of scientific papers conferences 
and journals in computer science. The main goal of thesis is 
investigation of interesting patterns of co-authorship with 
respect to different levels of hierarchy. To reach this goal 
own extracting method is proposed.  
 
Keywords: association rules, data mining, multi-level,  
DBLP   
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1 Introduction  
 
During the past decades we can observe rapid technological development in information 
processing. As we know many data such as Web data, bank transactions, purchasing data, are 
collected and warehoused. But storing data need to be well managed, because without good 
analysis we can only gather useless information and achieve nothing. It might be helpful to 
use data mining techniques which can derive interesting information from large amount of 
data. To discover useful knowledge, association rules were used which help in finding 
dependencies between subsets of a large sample of set valued objects.  
 
 

1.1 The goals of the work 
 
The thesis focus on discovering dependencies between objects. But this is not only a matter of 
searching interesting information variations. One of the technique of data mining, called 
association rules, is presented. Exploration won’t be done only for the objects at the same 
level. It will focus on finding interesting dependencies in objects that form hierarchy. An 
interesting issue will be the analysis of special groups of XML data which contain hierarchy 
itself. Every practical solution in this thesis will present association rules among DBLP 
database. DBLP (before  DataBase systems and Logic Programming, now Digital 
Bibliography & Library Project) database server contains many (over 700000) bibliographic 
descriptions from scientific conferences and journals in computer science.  

Also the own algorithm, called  “DBLP Grouping” will help in finding relations between 
objects. This solution with its little modification may have application in future similar works.    

Thesis also presents the main problems that appear during association rules analysis in 
hierarchies, advantages and disadvantages of using. Association rules and dependencies 
between objects with xml data usage will be presented.  

This analysis will be performed in SAS, developed by SAS Institute which is a major 
producer of software which in most cases is designed for business intelligence and customer 
relationship management. SAS software helps in statistical analysis, data mining, business 
planning and forecasting.   

 

1.2 Aims and objectives 
 
Aims: 

• Examine association rules methods 
• Define the hierarchy concept 
• Present the area of use of association rules for hierarchy of objects 
• Analyse XML structure of DBLP database 
• Investigate the extraction of association rules at the different levels of object hierarchy 
• Extract the data from DBLP database that can be helpful in discovering interesting 

patterns of human co-authorship 
• Propose extraction method for the most interesting association rules and dependencies 

within co-authorship in DBLP 
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Objectives: 

• Gather information about the subject from literature and articles  
• Define and prepare association rules process for DBLP database 
• Test and verify proposed association rules methods for DBLP using the appropriate 

software  
• Present interesting co-authorship dependencies and general conclusion 

 
 

 

1.3 Research questions  
 
To bring closer the goals of the thesis, below research questions are stated. These questions 
can help in better understanding the environment and field in which the work will be focused.  
 
Q1.  What methods and techniques are used to extract association rules? 
Q2.  How can we investigate association rules with respect to different levels of hierarchy? 
Q3.  What hierarchies exist within DBLP bibliography database and how can we apply 

association rules to them? 
Q4.  What knowledge can be discovered from DBLP database based on hierarchic 

association rules? 
  

 

1.4 The contents of the chapters 
 
Chapter Two will present the basics of data mining and association rules. Chapter Three 
will describe association rules in more detailed way, with available algorithms and measures. 
Chapter Four will show hierarchical association rules, their functions and algorithms. 
Chapter Five will lead to understanding the DBLP database structure and available 
hierarchies in it. Chapter Six will present association rules that can be extracted from DBLP 
database using own algorithm, called “DBLP grouping”. Moreover general characteristics and 
founded hierarchies in this database will be shown. Chapter Seven will be designed for 
drawing conclusions from received data and possible future work. The last Chapter Eight 
will stand for references.     
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2 Data mining  
   

Data mining (knowledge discovery in databases) is analytical process helping with proceed 
large amount of data, which are usually stored in data warehouses. Also data mining allows to 
extract valuable information or dependencies between sets of variables. After extraction there 
is a possibility of assessing and checking usefulness of collected knowledge. Gathered 
knowledge is helpful in prediction of human behaviors, selling statistics etc.. Data mining 
needs advanced methods and advanced software in data extraction and data storing. It helps in 
discovering useful, understandable and comprehensive models and patterns in databases. 
Follow the [7] definition, data mining is: „The nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously 
unknown, and potentially useful information from data” or follow by [10]: “Data mining is 
the process of mining knowledge from large amount of data”  

 

Figure 1 – Architecture of a typical DM system [20] 

 

Figure 1 represents the architecture of typical data mining system. Data mining process 
consist of couple steps that need to be performed before results analysis. First thing is 
preparation the data which means cleaning them and choosing those records (fields, items) 
that may give us interesting knowledge. These records are depended on problems to solve and 
the chosen method of data mining. Data exploration may be performed in simple way (e.g. 
simple association rules) or have more complex background (association rules for objects 
hierarchy). It is not only a matter of method but also results presentation (graphs, charts, 
graphical summaries etc.) and target market. To extract any knowledge appropriate 
exploration model is needed. It depends on for whom the data analysis are carried out and 
what are the expectations from examination of them.        
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2.1  Data mining methods 
 

Data mining distinguishes many techniques: 

• Decision trees – deals with tree structure. They can be built with use “divide and 
conquer” algorithms. Used in selection and extraction of specified characters. They 
are easy to understand by the human and easy to present. Basically decision trees 
start from root which is created by chosen attribute and individual nodes represents 
the values of this attributes. Nodes of a tree on the next levels are assign to another 
attributes and they are leafs on the lowest level which characterizes individual 
decisions.  

• Clustering – it concerns finding in set of elements certain subsets. Every subset has 
elements which are similar between themselves but they are different from the rest of 
the data. These clusters may represent various target groups which can be used in 
business problems (client profiles).  

• Neural Networks – diverse systems which structure is similar to neural tissue built 
from separate neurons, capable of predicting new observations. These new 
observations are results of a learning process on available knowledge which firstly 
need to be trained. Knowledge describes previous behaviors and reactions. They are 
often used in sales prediction, stock exchange prediction, and employee selection. 

• Association rules – rely on finding dependencies between features which are situated 
in set of data. This technique tries to find rules which fulfill conditions that user set. 
They can be used in finding sets of the most frequently together visited web-sites. 
Since as this method concerns the main thesis they will be fully described in next 
chapter.   

• Sequential patterns – ordered sequence sets of elements, where every set has 
additionally time marker. The sequence may represent products bought in shop by 
client in specific period of time, books borrowed by reader during next visits in 
library. Except support and confidence factors (which will be described in next 
chapter) we have to set here time intervals between consecutive appears of sequence 
elements.       

 

2.2  Data mining process 
 

Data mining is complex procedure which consist of few steps that are helpful in extracting 
interesting information. For better understanding the process will be briefly described below. 
There will be explanation how the data should be prepared for searching better dependencies.   

Data mining process distinguishes such steps: 
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• Definition of problem and domain understanding – the first step where decision of  
what sort of problems needed to be solved. In other words what specified field 
needed to be looked for and what data will be used. 

• Identification of knowledge – it is connected with above point. This is the step 
responsible for data selection and creating a target data set.  

• Preparation of data – consist of cleaning and preprocessing. This step can be 
complex, especially when data have many errors that need to be corrected. It is not 
only a matter of outliers. Often environment forced to code data into specific way. 
For example transform number into text, making segmentation or grouping too 
detailed data.  

• Modeling and choosing the best techniques of data mining – after gathering 
interesting attributes, tables, features of data the best fitting techniques (association 
rules, decision trees etc.) is chosen for future gaining the best results for analysts.     

• Interpretation and evaluation of the results –  whole outcomes should be now 
grouped and analyzed in usefulness point of view. This step requires patience, 
because "reading” results is not easy. However detailed analysis can drive many 
appropriate answers. Especially when there is a possibility to visualize them. Not 
every discovery fulfills problem area. So evaluation process is also mandatory.  

 

2.3  Data mining goals 
 

After describing methods and process in data mining there shouldn’t be doubt what are the 
goals of using data mining. Below, aims are briefly described: 

 
• Data mining allows to predict future behaviours or situations, basis of available data 

(e.g.  better placing the products on supermarket shelves to gain higher profits). Also 
there can be given answer on question: “how some situations appear?”  

 
• Exception detection – searching unusual situations between sets of records.  

 
• Verification – finding dependencies between records (items) 

 
• Description – Why some events occur and which records have impact on that 

situation. 

These explorations can be also used in assist making of financial decision in companies. Data 
mining sometimes is called “mining for dollars”.  

 
Data mining was grown on artificial intelligence and machine learning, but this does not mean 
to close only in this domains. Wide area of data mining forced creating new algorithms and 
techniques. The market of “Data mining” software, which can coexist with databases, is 
getting bigger with every day.  
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3 Association rules   
 
This chapter brings closer main data mining technique which is used in this thesis. Will be 
focused on area of use, measures that are needed to extract interesting knowledge, types of 
association rules and different algorithms.   

 

3.1  Introduction 
 

The problem with the raw data is that without good mining technique we can’t predict or find 
interesting information. Follow the [1] “Database systems do not provide necessary 
functionality for a user interested in taking advantage of this information” Moreover it can be 
confusing and time consuming when they have to be “dug” manually in large sets of data and 
filtered from non-interesting items the useful ones. R. Agrawal, T. Irnielinski, and A. Swami 
proposed in 1993 association rules method [1] which makes easier the problem described 
above.  

The main task of association rules is finding interesting relations, patterns, casual structures 
between data. They show frequent occurrences of attribute values amongst the records in a 
dataset. Usually association rules concerns market basket analysis. There are also called “a 
priori algorithm searching” for rules such as: “the clients which buys A and B products, often 
buys C”.  

Basket analysis allows to process huge amount of data in searching dependencies between 
objects. This knowledge can be used in adjusting store layouts then. Placing the products in 
store in special places to gain more profits. But association rules are not only a basket 
analysis. It is also connected with text analysis (text mining), spacial objects (geographical 
areas), finding co-authorship in articles, etc.. The factors which are always connected with 
association rules are support, confidence and lift (which will be fully described in the next 
chapter). To mine good relations these factors have to be set on appropriate level. They 
determine advanced level of investigation relations between objects, attributes or numbers.  

Association rules stands as “if-then” form, where “if” means antecedent and “then” is 
consequent of a rule. Moreover both can have as many object as possible (it depends on 
constraints of the factors). These object need to be disjoint and do not have common items.  

Rules also can be considered as multiple associations, Boolean or quantitative association. 
The area of use is wide enough.  

The easiest way of explaining this technique is using basket analysis example. Suppose a 
client buys several products. Each of client’s purchase is stored in database as a transaction. 
Based on that data exploration what set of products in transactions are bought most frequently 
can be made. It means finding rules that correlate the presence of set of products with that of 
another one. For example 70% of people who buys bread and butter also buy cheese. There 
can be more complex queries with taking into consideration specified product.  

• Asking for rules that have “Danone Yoghurt” as a consequent. It can help the store 
find products that boost up the Danone sale. 
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• Other example is finding all rules where “Danone Yoghurt Classic” is an antecedent. 
This finds the products that can be “endangered” in case of withdrawal Danone 
product from the shop.  

There can be also founded dependences with product A as an antecedent and B as a 
consequent to check what other products are bought with these. This information can serve to 
group products together and gain bigger profits in stores. 

Apparently association rules are one of the most common tasks in data mining projects. But 
they do not concentrate only in finding relations between set of market products. There are 
many other applications of presented method in text mining, spacial mining, and financial 
knowledge. Other types will be presented in 3.3 section.  

The problem that always appears during mining frequent relations is their exponential 
complexity. This is especially visible in a-priori algorithm [2] where, for example 104 
frequent 1-itemsets will generate 107 candidate 2-itemsets. A-priori algorithm and others will 
be described in 3.4 section.  

From the technical point of view there are some important meanings connected with finding 
association rules. They are described below in relation to market basket analysis:  

• Observation – sale transaction 
• Variable – represent product  
• Itemset – collection of one or more items 
• K-itemset – an itemset that contains k - items 
• Candidate – is an itemset that is taken into consideration during finding frequent 

itemsets.  
• Frequent itemset – the set of products that have minimal support, frequent itemsets 

allows to generate association rules. What is important, that generation of frequent 
itemsets is computationally expensive. Every transaction needs to be scanned and 
matched against every candidate.  

For example for {A, B, C} as a frequent itemset, generated rules form candidate set are 
combination of this set:  

AB →→→→C, A →→→→BC, AC →→→→B, BC→→→→A, B →→→→AC, C →→→→AB. 

There are some strategies that try to reduce this problem and will be described them in 3.4 
section.     

Complexity is not only a matter of combination of rule set. It can grows when dimensionality 
of data set grow. More space is needed for storing each item. The same is with frequent 
itemset. It also depends on how big database is and how many transactions are stored in it.    

The lowering of minimum support (the measures are described in section 3.2) threshold can 
be as well negative for complexity because of receiving more frequent itemsets what is 
caused by generating more candidates. The same thing concerns dimensionality. The more 
items in the data set the more space is needed to store support count of every item and 
consequently more computations which can drive to bigger costs spend on analysis. Many 
transactions can drive to complexity too, especially with large size of database – many 
multiple passes through database in seeking candidates. If the transaction width grows either 
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the maximum length of frequent itemsets also grows which decrease simplicity of mining 
association rules.   

 

 

 

3.2 Measures: support, confidence, lift 
 

Association rules can extract many dummy relations which may only distract usefulness the 
right ones. That is why some constraints were put on that method. [1] divide them into two 
groups:  

• Syntactic Constraints – on items that appear in a rule are put restrictions which 
concerns whether it should be placed as antecedent or consequent. The rules that 
have item X as an antecedent and item Y as a consequent can be searched. Of course 
X and Y can even have set of items, but they have to be disjoint.  

• Support Constraints – the constraint are applied on number of transactions in set of 
transactions that supports the rule. As [1] wrote there shouldn’t be mix up these 
factors with confidence which is a measure of a rule strength.  

  

Below the measures of the association rules are explained:  

• Support count – frequency of occurrence of an itemset 

• Support – fraction of transactions that contain an itemset. In other words it is a     
probability that a transaction contain a particular code. If association rule is 
presented as X->Y (X and Y are itemsets) then support tells about all transactions 
that contains X and Y.                 

           Support(X →Y)= support(X+Y)= )&( YXP  

•   Min. support s – threshold which sets percentage level of appearance of specific 
items in the antecedent and consequent of the rule in whole database.   

 
•   Confidence – Measure that tells how often specific consequent appeared in 

transactions that contains specific antecedent.   
 

      Confidence(X→Y) = )|(
support(X)

Y)support(X
 XYP=+

 

 

• Min. confidence c – min c% of all transactions in the database that satisfy the 
antecedent of the rule also satisfy the consequent of the rule.  

• Expected confidence – is the ratio of a consequent in a rule to the entire transaction 
database list.  
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• Lift – this is the ratio of confidence to expected confidence. Informs what is the 
impact of item X on appearance Y 

lift= 
)(support

)(confidence

Y

YX →
 

Explanation of above meanings is presented based on table 2 presented below. Table 2 is an 
example which contains set of transactions with products:  

 
TID Items 

1 Chicken, Bread, Milk 

2 Chicken, Milk, Cheese, Butter 

3 Butter, Beer, Eggs 

4 Chicken, Beer, Eggs 

5 Bread, Milk, Beer, Coke ,Chicken 

6 Chicken, Milk, Bread, Eggs 

Table 2 – Set of transaction products 

 

{Bread, Milk} → Chicken is a search rule. The measures for that rule, based on table 2 are 
presented below:  

• Support count – frequency of occurrence of an itemset. Support count of {Bread, 
Milk, Chicken} =  3 

• Support – fraction of transactions that contain an itemset. S({Bread, Milk, Chicken}) 
= 3/6 = 50% 

• Confidence -  tells how often “Chicken” appeared in transaction that contains 
{Bread, Milk} = 3/6 = 50%   

• Expected confidence – the ratio of the consequent to all transactions 5/6 

• Lift – the ratio of confidence to expected confidence. (3/6)/(5/6) = 3/5 
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Figure 2 – Rule measures – support and confidence [20]  

 

3.3 Types of association rules  
 

Association rules have many applications. It all depends on types of data, their destination 
and what sort of knowledge is needed (what can be improved in the future).  

For example [4] wrote about extracting information from document layout structures. Basis 
on SPADA (Spacial PAttern Discovery Algorithm), which goal is exploration of hierarchical 
structure, they try to catch dependences in documents between such components as title, 
author, context. If documents are not ordered or some parts of it is missing then (by using 
learning system and association rules) these parts can be added. The algorithm will be 
described in detailed way in chapter 4.  

 

3.3.1 Spatial – geographical  association rules 

 

Spatial Data also concerns objects of type like point, polygons, lines etc. This sort of 
information has their application in GPS (Global Positioning System) systems or GIS 
(Geographic Information System). Spacial data can be connected with the association rules. 
Following [23] and [11] pattern examples in spacial can be found such as: Crime hotspots for 
planning police patrol routes, cancer clusters to investigate environment health hazards, 
unusual warming of Pacific Ocean which affects weather in USA. In spatial association rules 
relationship between sets of spacial and non-spatial predicates are searched. For example: 
“most big cities in Canada are close to the Canada-U.S. border” [11]. The examples f rules are 
presented below:  

 
close_to(X,Y ) ←←←← is_a(X, town) ∧∧∧∧ is_a(Y, country) ∧∧∧∧ dist(X, Y, d) ∧∧∧∧ d = 80 km 
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There are spatial association rules like: 

• Non-spatial consequent with spatial antecedent(s): 
 

is_a(x, house)∧∧∧∧close_to(x, beach) →→→→ is_expansive(x) (90%) 
 

• Spatial consequent with non-spatial/spatial antecedent(s) 
 

is_a(x, gas_station) →→→→ close_to(x, highway) (75%) 
 
Those examples, taken from [11] show a little different approach to mining association rules.  
 
 

 
Figure 3 – example of predicates and spatial data[23] 

 

Figure 3 represents predicates and data for spatial association rules.  

 

3.3.2 Quantitative association rules 
 
 

As mentioned before, association rules is not only a matter of products from market basket 
analysis. The data from the database often have quantitative character. The values can be 
mapped into categorical events so can be considered in interval sense (and this is not only 
time periods). The example for quantitative association rule is presented below: 
 

position = manager and seniority (1,5) →→→→ salary(10000,13000) [confidence79%] 
 
and more coherent : 
  

position = manager →→→→ mean salary(13000) (overall mean salary 7000) 
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In second example, follow the [3] left side represents a subset of the population and the right 
side extraordinary behavior of this subset, which is simply a definition for quantitative 
association rules, presented by [3]. In quantitative association rules a discretization technique 
with fixed set of n intervals is used. Also clustering for grouping is prepared to “learn 
intervals and n based on data distribution” [20]. The main problem is to divide the sets into 
appropriate intervals. Above example can be more accurate about for example seniority not 
assuming the value changes for one to five but the time can be shorten. 

These rules can “look for deviation in the mean-value and other statistical measures” [20].  

Interesting in quantitative association rules is mining not only relations between items. More 
useful may be finding incorrectness of a rule. On second example of a rule managers’ salary 
is much higher than overall mean salary. That rule put a question about appropriate (or not) 
payment for certain position of an employer while the rest gain less profits.   

[3] distinguished two types of quantitative association rules. First one are Categorical => 
Quantitative Rules. Where the left side of a rule is a set of categorical attributes and right side 
is a vector of mean values for some set of quantitative attributes. Correctness of some 
behavior in data can be tested. The exemplar is needed to which rule result can be compared. 
The statistical tests are used and then the difference with the rules is checked.  

The second type are Quantitative => Quantitative Rules. Both of the sides consist of a single 
quantitative attribute. On one side a certain range of age of people can appeared, and on the 
other side certain range of height of people.         

 

3.4 Algorithms 
 

So far above descriptions focus on usefulness of association rules, complexity problems 
connected with large amount of data, basic measures which try to lower the rules density and 
throw the dummy ones. Also different types of association rules were presented which might 
be helpful in solutions of specific problems in different areas. This chapter focuses on 
algorithms that are used during mining association rules, problems that often appeared and 
reduction of the most frequent problems.  

These chapter is inseparably connected with hierarchical association rules, which in many 
cases use the bases of algorithms described below. Moreover “DBLP Grouping” algorithm 
will use some “techniques” from this chapter, to produce the most effective results.    

Before algorithmic solutions, based on [2] the area of problem will be described and main 
principles that lead to algorithms are shown.  

Let I = {i 1, i2, i3…, im} which is a set of literals (items or in market analysis called 
“products”). D is a set of transactions, where every single transaction - T consist set of items 
(T⊆ I ) Each transaction has unique identifier called TID. Transaction contains X (an item(s)) 
if X ⊆ T. Defined in this chapter, Association rule is an implication X⇒Y where X and Y are 
item or set of items, but have to be disjointed. Above rule is searched in set of transaction D  
with minimal support s% where D contains both of the items and minimal confidence where 
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c% of D that contain X also contain Y. The relations with bigger support and confidence are 
searched. To mine this association a-priori algorithm will be presented in detailed way.  

 

3.4.1 A-priori algorithm 
 

Researchers all the time try to reduce problem of complexity of generating association rules. 
By presenting new techniques the time of searching decreases and rules become more 
efficient. The a-priori algorithm was the first step in acceleration of mining relations between 
items. Presented in 1994, in [2], generates the candidate itemsets with special constraints and 
returns association rules with minimal number of passings over the database. Follow [2] “any 
subset of a large itemset must be large” Therefore, after generation, those itemsets are 
removed, where their subsets are not large. It generates smaller number of candidates to 
examine. 

The main algorithms in steps: 
1.  Order all attributes  
2.  Generate all i -itemsets with given support: 

a.  Generate all 1 – itemsets  
b.  Set i =1; 

REPEAT 
c.  Calculate support for all i -itemsets /*one pass*/  
d.  Delete itemsets with too lower support 
e.  Generate all possible i+1 itemsets by extending i -itemsets, 

so that each subset satisfies the support limit /*n o pass*/  
f.  Set i = i +1  

 UNTIL no new itemsets were generated 
3.   From i  – itemsets generate all possible rules that satisf y 

confidence limit;  

 

Below a pseudo code is presented for a-priori algorithm, which is taken from [20]: 
  

Ck – Candidate itemset of size k 
Lk –  frequent itemset of size k 

 
Join step : C k is generated by joining L k-1 with itself  
Prune step: any (k-1)-itemset that is not frequent cannot be a subset 
of a frequent k-itemset 

 

L1 = {frequent items}; 
for (k = 1; Lk != ∅; k++) do begin 

Ck+1  = candidates generated from Lk; 
for each transaction t  in database do 
increment the count of all candidates in Ck+1   that are 

contained in t 
Lk+1   = candidates in Ck+1  with min_support  
end 

return ∪k Lk;  

 

At start of the algorithm frequent items are counted to determine the large 1-itemsets. Then 
two loops are reached. First one, based on a-priori candidate generation function, generates 
candidates’ itemsets Ck+1 from Lk large itemsets. Second loop is responsible for database 
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scanning and checking support of candidates appeared in Ck+1 then incrementing the count of 
candidates that are contained in a given transaction t.  

Two main steps are distinguished in this algorithm:  

• “We use frequent (k-1)- itemsets to generate candidate frequent k-itemsets 
• We use database scan and pattern matching to collect counts for the candidate 

itemsets “ 

Above points were taken from [20] 

The key role is that subset of a frequent itemset must also be a frequent. Suppose there is a set 
{1, 2} which is frequent, then both of the components {1} and {2} also must be frequent.  
Based on [2] a-priori candidate generation function is presented below: 

 
Step 1 : self-joining L k - 1   
insert into Ck 
select p.item 1, p.item 2, …, p.item k-1 , q.item k-1  
from Lk-1  p, L k-1  q 
where p.item 1=q.item 1, …, p.item k-2 =q.item k-2 , p.item k-1  < q.item k-1  

 
First step also called join step after ordering we  join  L k – 1  with itself.  
Step 2 : pruning  
forall itemsets c in C k do 
forall (k-1)-subsets s of c do 
if (s is not in L k-1 ) then delete c  from Ck 

 

Then in the second step called pruning all the itemsets c∈Ck deleted are where some of (k-1) 
subset of c is not in Lk-1  

Generate function can be explained by showing the simple example. There is a frequent 
itemset L3={123,124,134,135,234}. First step is join step where frequent itemsets are merged. 
Joined L3*L3 gives:  1234 from 123 and 124, and 1345 from 134 and 135. Second step is 
pruning step where 1345 is deleted from joined frequent itemset, because of lack of 145 
itemset in L3, so generation candidate has only C4={1234} 

Figure 4 presents the explanation of method. Minimum support for items on figure 4 is 2 
transactions. A-priori candidate generation function is used, to generate large frequent 
itemsets. First loop of the algorithm gives candidates C1 which consist of six 1-itemsets. 
Second is joining frequent items by merging 1-itemsets with itself, frequent itemsets are those 
which fulfill minimum support. In this case only {6} do not fulfill assumption of minimum 
support=2. So Candidates of 2-itemsets are created. And again check the support. These steps 
follow until more new itemsets can not be generated.  
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Figure 4 – The a-priori algorithm example, based on [20] 

 

Finally the candidate with 4-itemset appeared but unfortunately this can not be taken into 
consideration because of lower support than expected. However two frequent 3-itemsets with 
support = 2 are generated. Based on these itemsets association rules are generated which can 
be further check by second factor –  confidence – whether the rules fulfill new assumption or 
not.   

After getting all the frequent itemsets, we can generate the association rules using algorithm 
described below: 

1.  Generate all rules where length of the consequent = 1 
2.  REPEAT 

i.  Check the confidence and delete those rules which 
confidence is too small 

ii.  Set length of the consequent as length+1 
iii.  Generate new rules with new length from rules where  

length - 1 which fulfil the confidence requirements  
UNTIL no new rules were generated  

 
On figure 4 two itemsets fulfil requirements about support >=2 ({1,2,3},{2,3,5}). Algorithm 
for rule generation can be now used. The rules are presented below: 
 

12→→→→3 ; 13→→→→2; 23→→→→1; 23→→→→5; 25→→→→3; 35→→→→2; 
 
The next step is checking the confidence of these rules. Suppose the confidence should be 
bigger than 50%. Then rules that fulfil the requirement are: 
 

12→→→→3 ; 13→→→→2; 23→→→→1; 23→→→→5; 25→→→→3; 35→→→→2; 
 
Every rule has confidence 66% or 100%. So next is generation of rules with consequent 
where  length=2: 
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1→→→→23; 2→→→→13; 3→→→→12; 2→→→→35; 3→→→→25; 5→→→→23; 

 
Then again the confidence of these rules is checked. And the same, the confidence should be 
bigger than 50%. The rules after checking: 
 

1→→→→23; 3→→→→12; 3→→→→25; 5→→→→23; 
 

Two rules were erased because their confidence was 50%.  

Results presented above are the final collection of association rules. Of course this collection 
could be smaller or bigger. It all depends on how the main factors: minimum support and 
minimum confidence are set.  

The disadvantage of an a-priori rule is that this algorithm seems not to be fast enough. 
Algorithm can have problems with complexity, because of huge candidate sets. That is why 
mining association rules using this method can last very long. For example following [20] 104 
frequent 1-itemset will generate 107 candidates of 2-itemsets. In discovering a frequent 
pattern of size 100, one needs to generate 1030 candidates. Another problem is that a-priori 
needs multiple scans of database. Let n = the longest pattern, then (n+1) scans of database is 
needed.   

There are several propositions that can improve a-priori efficiency. 

• Speed up the a-priori algorithm by minimizing the number of passes. It means for 
example check simultaneously i and i+1  itemsets. Representative subset of data to 
accelerate can be chosen. But these can be also a problem if the subset will appear 
not representative for all groups. So checking the data and preparation a wise dataset 
is needed. Then for all i-itemsets the threshold of support should be lowered. In 
second pass calculation of the true support for whole database is needed. The third 
pass is needed only when i-itemsets do not fulfil the support limit and when (i-1)-
itemsets fulfil this limit. Then checking the supports of these i-itemsets is needed.  

Below proposals can also improve efficiency (based on [20]) : 

• Choose a sample data and mine subset of given data. Lower support threshold for 
sample. Reasonable sample and well set threshold determines the completeness of 
the rules. It can lengthen the time, but generated rules give better results 

• Dynamic itemset counting can be applied where “we add new candidate itemsets 
only when all of their subsets are estimated to be frequent”[20] 

• Partitioning seems to be next good method for improving a-priori efficiency. The 
database is divided into several partitions. Then during checking potentially frequent 
itemsets in DB, these frequent itemsets in partitions of DB are checked, where they 
must be frequent.  

• Reducing the number of transaction. There is no need to scan these items of 
transactions which do not have any frequent k-itemsets  
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Above propositions do not exhaust the improvements of a-priori; however these examples are 
the most common. But there are many different algorithms that also put emphasis on reducing 
complexity and faster finding association rules. Below other methods are presented. 

 
 
 

3.4.2 Partition algorithm 
 

Above the basic algorithm for association rules – a-priori were presented. However the 
problems with exponential complexity still has place. A. Savasere, E. Omiecinski, and S. 
Navathe in [15] proposed partition algorithm which may reduce this complexity. It needs only 
two scans of the database where the first one generates a set of all potentially large itemsets. 
Second scan checks the actual support of these itemsets. Whole algorithm is divided into two 
phases. In first one database is divided into several non-overlapping partitions and generates 
large itemsets which next are merged. Second step measures the actual support of these 
itemsets. Sizes of partition are chosen in way that store them in main memory so every 
partition is read only once in each phase. Every transaction is sorted in lexicographic order 
and accept the form <TID, ij,ik…,in>  Below the main algorithm and on notation (table 2) is 
presented: 

 

 

 

Ck
p Set of local candidate k-itemsets in partition p 

Lk
p Set of local large k-itemsets in partition p 

Lp Set of all local large k-itemsets in partition p 

Ck
G Set of global candidate itemsets 

CG Set of all global candidate itemsets 

Lk
G Set of global large k-itemsets 

Table 2 – Notation [15] 

 
Partition algorithm [15] : 
 

1)   P = partition_dayabase( D) 
2)   n = Number of partitions 
3)   for i=1 to n begin // Phase I  

4)         read_in_partition(p i )P∈  
5)         L 1 = gen_large_itemsets(p i ) 
6)   end 

7)   for ( i =2; L j
i  doinj );,...2,1,0 ++=≠  

8)         C i
G = MergeL j

inj //),...2,1=∪ Phase  

9)         for i=1 to n begin // Phase II  

10)     read_in_partition(p i )P∈  

11)         for all candfidates c ),(_ i
G pccountgenC∈  

12) end 
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13)  L G = {c }min.| SupcountcCG ≥∈  

 

Where read_in_partition(p1∈P) reads every partition and then gen_large_itemsets(pi) 
function generates local large itemsets of all lengths. In the second phase of the algorithm 
there is a loop which read all the partitions and for each of them gets the global support for 
the itemsets. There is also function gen_count(c, pi) which generates counts for the candidate 
itemsets. This function generates the tidlists which are associated with every itemset. For 
example tidlist for specific itemset contains TIDs of all transaction where specific itemset 
appears in a given partition. Tidlist and its cardinality allow to get the support of a specific 
itemset simply divide cardinality of tidlist with entire transaction set in partition. The tidlists 
are joined with the previous loops, so the tidlist for a candidate k-itemset is generated from 
two tidlists (k-1)-itemsets.       

After generated large itemsets and set support association rules are generated using simple 
algorithm. Following [15] if l is a large itemset then: “for every subset a of l, the ratio 
support(l) / support(a)  is computed. If the ratio is at least equal to the user specified 
minimum confidence then the rule a ⇒ (l-a) is output”    

The problem which may appear here is that the global candidate set may be full of false 
candidates which don’t have global support. This can drive to time consuming efforts because 
it will be harder to find global support for those itemsets. Sometimes these false candidates 
are hard to eliminate because it can be depended of partitioning the data, its characteristic, 
number of partition. Of course the bigger number of partitions the bigger global candidate set.  

There can be also confusing on how many partitions the database should be divided. If the 
database is small then entire database can be a single partition. The bigger database is the 
more partitions are needed and the size of tidlists also grows. This is especially hard to handle 
during joining tidlists together and all depends on main memory. So the priority is specifying 
the size of the partition wisely to fit merging tidlists and large itemsets into main memory.   

The advantage of above method is less number of comparisons in partition algorithm which of 
course reduce the complexity of mining association rules.       

 

 

3.4.3 Effective Hash-based algorithm - DHP 
  

Above algorithms has a problem with expensive step of testing each transaction from a 
database to extract huge sets of candidate itemsets. Direct hashing and pruning (DHP) 
algorithm is the one which tries reducing the complexity of generating association rules by 
increase efficiency in generating large itemsets and lowering the number of transaction in 
database.  

Below, the algorithm for this method is presented [14]: 

 

/* Part 1*/ 
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s  = a minimum support; 
set all the buckets of H2 to zero; /* hash table */ 

forall transaction t D∈ do begin 
  insert and count 1-items occurrences in a hash tr ee 
  forall 2-subsets x  of t  do 
   H2[ h2( x)] + +; 
end 

L1 = { cscountcc ,.| ≥ is in a leaf node of the hash tree} 
/* Part 2*/ 
k=2; 
Dk = D;     /*database for large k-itemsets */ 

While (|{ x | Hk[ x ] ){|} LARGEs≥  
  /* make a hash table */ 
  Gen_candidate{ Lk-1 ,H k,C k); 
  set all the buckets of Hk+1  to zero; 

  Dk+1  = φ  

  forall transactions t kD∈  do begin  

   count_support( t,C k,k,i );   /* /*ˆ tt ⊆   

   if (| t̂ |>k )then do begin 

    make_hash( t̂ ,H k,k,H k+1 , t̂ ); 

    if (| t̂ |>k) then Dk+1=Dk+1 ∪ { t̂ }; 
   end 
  end 

  Lk = { };.| scountcCc k ≥∈  

  k  + + ; 
} 
 
/* Part 3*/ 
Gen_candidate(L k-1 ,H k,C k); 
While (|C k| > 0) { 

  D k+1  = φ  

  forall transactions t kD∈  do begin  

  count_support( t,C k,k,i );   /* /*ˆ tt ⊆   

  if (| t̂ |>k) then Dk+1=Dk+1 ∪ { t̂ }; 
  end; 

  Lk = { };.| scountcCc k ≥∈  

  if  (|D k+1 | = 0 then break; 
  C k+1  = apriori_gen(L k);     
  k + +; 
} 

  

Thanks to hashing that is applied in part one thrown are these itemsets which do not fulfill the 
condition. Firstly the candidate for itemsets are checked by the support during scan of the 
database, then DHP algorithm gather information of (k+1) – itemsets candidates in advance. 
Then those itemsets are hashed into hash table. To each hash table the bit vector is ascribed. It 
is set to one, when the hash table is equal or greater than s. Thanks to this number of 
candidates decrease.   

Algorithm is divided in three phases: 

In first phase algorithm makes a hash table for 2-itemsets from set of large 1-itemsets that 
were get at the start.  
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Thank to second phase based on the hash table generate in the previous pass, generation of  
the set of Ck – candidate itemsets is available and next there is a hash table created for 
candidate large (k+1) – itemsets. There is a bit vector in hash table that validate every k-
itemset. It reduces the number of candidates Ck without checking all combinations of k-
itemsets from Lk-1*L k-1. This algorithm adds k-itemset only when it passes the hash filtering. 
After that every candidate Ck is stored into hash tree. Next the support of each candidate 
itemsets is counted and then reducing the size of each transaction is made. 

In third phase also as in the previous step generates candidates but there is no need to use 
hash table. The key process is in the first phase, because of setting the large itemsets there. 
That allows to decrease the size of candidates in next phases. What is worth mentioning here 
is that during third phase a-priori algorithm is used to generate candidates Ck+1 from large 
itemsets Lk .          

The main advantage of this algorithm is fast filtering each individual transaction size and 
throwing unnecessary ones. Also it prunes number of transaction in the database. The 
algorithm reducing the number of transactions at the early stage of iterations, which has 
positive impact on minimizing computational costs and further generations of larger itemsets.  

  
 

3.4.4 Algorithm with an informative rule set 
 

Mining association rules can give so many results which are never used in further analysis. 
Most of generated rules are irrelevant. That is why [12] creates an algorithm for generating an 
informative rule set which is much smaller than the standard association rule set but it makes 
the same predictions, without generating all frequent itemsets. To generate an informative 
rule set they are given the input itemset, association rule set and prediction set. The prediction 
set is empty at start. The consequent of a matched rule lands in the prediction set only when 
certain confidence threshold is fulfilled and when antecedent is a subset of a transaction. To 
avoid redundancy the same consequents of the next rules are removed. The step is repeated 
until there are no more association rules in rule set and when the user is satisfied. There are 
some rules in association rule set that will never be used in prediction procedure so they are 
removed and then we generate a new rule set. Follow the [12] they are given an association 
rule set R and an itemset P. Then predictions for P, from R are a sequence of items Q which is 
generated in descending order of confidence. Now every rule r which matches P, each 
consequent of r is added to Q. From R are removed those rules, which consequences are in Q. 

Now follow the Theorem 1 from [12] the informative rule set is presented as the smallest 
subset of association rule set where prediction sequences from informative rule set and 
association rule set are equals.  

An example for rules (1→→→→2(0,33;1,0), 1→→→→3(0,33;0,7), 12→→→→3(0,33;0,7)) there can be omitted  
the third rule from informative rule set because more general rule has the same confidence.  

[12] also tells: “If )( ZXt ¬  )( ZYt ¬⊆  then rule XY→Z does not belong to the informative 
rule set” 

Algorithm itself finds itemsets level-by-level. The advantage of this algorithm is, based on 
lemmas given by [12], on deeper levels more complex rules are not generated if their general 
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rules on higher level are placed in informative rule set. So searching new dependency is 
always reduced after every level pruning.   

This algorithm also reduces the complexity of mining association rules. At the end smaller set 
with more relevant rules were given.  
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4 Hierarchical association rules  
 

This chapter describes association rules for objects hierarchy. The answer shall be given for 
what exactly hierarchy is and how it is look like. This chapter also specifies the application of 
hierarchy based association rules and shows the main algorithms for them. Algorithms which 
are presented in this chapter were based from [8].  

   

4.1 Introduction  
 

How the hierarchy should be interpreted? [22] describes it as a “an arrangement of data 
consisting of sets and subsets such that every subset of a set is of lower rank than the set“         

Items often form hierarchy. This is especially visible in market products with products set into 
different categories and subclasses. Figure 5 shows the example of hierarchy in market 
products.  

 

 

Figure 5 – example of hierarchy, based on [8]  

 

Figure 5 also contains the dashed rectangles which represents other items (there can be 
several of them) on appropriate levels.  

Mining association rules at single level, in many cases, loose detailed information. Besides it 
can show only general rules without ability of getting inside the rule. Data mining should also 
be available for mining association rules at the multiple levels of abstraction. There can be 
rules which are discovered at lower levels of hierarchy, even using level-cross filtering (will 
be describe it in detailed way in next chapter). In association rules every transaction can be 
encoded based on dimension and levels.  

There are many variations of searching rules in multilevel hierarchy. Figure 5 is a simple 
example of products that forms hierarchy. This concept shows a sequence of mappings from 
the bottom (Fraser, Sunset) – the lowest level, to the most general – the highest level, which is 
food in this example. This concept of hierarchy has four levels from food (level zero) to 
Fraser and Sunset which are on the level three.    
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TID Items Purchased 

1 Fraser 2% milk, Acer Notebook, Computer 

2 McFarm White Bread, Cow skim milk, LG 

desktop TV 

3 Fraser 2% milk, Aeon home computer, Acer 

Laptop computer 

4 Fraser 2% milk, Sunset 2% milk, McFarm 

White Bread 

5 Sony Flat TV 

Table 3 – Transactions in multi-level data. 

 

Table 3 present some transaction of a clients. Interesting point here is that every product 
presents the lowest level. But this does not mean that extraction of association rules concern 
only the lowest level of hierarchy. Moreover, it is really hard to find many association rules at 
the lowest level of hierarchy, because occurrences on such relationship are not often. It is 
obvious that it can be founded much more strong dependencies at higher level, but there are 
sometimes too general. For example in table 3 Sunset 2% milk appears only in one 
transaction but in general there is milk that exist in four transactions. If analyst want to 
improve market incomes the products has to be more specific and search rules should 
contains specific products (for example Fraser, Sunset, Acer etc.) than general (milk, 
computer etc.). That is why relationships between lower level objects are so important. That 
types of association rules which base on concept hierarchies are called multiple-level or 
multilevel association rules.  

There are several approaches of mining multilevel association rules. The most obvious is top-
down progressive depending approach which tells that firstly strong rules at the highest level 
of hierarchy are founded, then algorithm for searching rules go “deeper” into the lower, more 
specific levels. This extraction is continued until new frequent itemsets are not founded. In 
other words if all frequent itemsets at all levels are founded then extracting process is 
finished. To mine association rules at different levels the methods described in chapter 3.4 
such as a-priori or other can be used. There are also variations in mining multiple level 
association rules such as level-crossed association rules which try to find dependencies 
between items from different levels.  

Next chapters present approaches that are applied in mining association rules in 
hierarchies[8]: 
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4.1.1 Association rules with uniform minimum support for all levels  
 

The same minimum support is used for all levels.    

 

Figure 6 – uniform support 

 

Figure 6 shows association rules for objects hierarchy with uniform support. Every level of 
the hierarchy use the same minimum support = 4% from general TV to specific Widescreen 
TV and Flat TV. The highest object (TV) fulfills the requirements of minimum support. This 
can drive to exploration and mining objects at the lower level. On level 2 only Widescreen 
TV fulfills minimal support (Widescreen has support 7%) and only this object can be taken 
into consideration in mining further dependencies. Flat TV has lower minimum support and it 
can not be taken in further analysis (blue font).   

 

 

 

Figure 7 – uniform support 

    

On figure 7 none of the levels fulfill the requirements. Because at the first level TV has only 
support = 3% it is rejected automatically and lower levels are not explored even if the 
minimum support threshold is fulfilled (dashed rectangle).    

Using the minimum support allows to avoid checking the lower levels of objects hierarchy if 
the ancestors do not have minimum support.  

It is worth mentioning here that this type of approach have some disadvantages. The items at 
the lower levels often do not occur as frequently as their ancestors so we loose the possibility 
of mining detailed data if the higher level does not have minimum support. Another thing is 
problem with setting the minimal support for objects that forms hierarchy. If the threshold 
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will be too high, we can loose the meaningful information about detailed data at lower level. 
However if the threshold will be too low then we generate too many rules that can be 
uninteresting in overall process.  

The second solution is reduced support approach[8]. 

 

4.1.2 Association rules with reduced minimum support at lower levels 
 

 

Figure 8 – reduced support 

 

In reduced minimum support approach each level has its own set minimum support threshold. 
On the lower levels always threshold is less than on their ancestors. That allows to mine 
association rules with bigger precision. Figure 9 present the situation where at first level 
minimum support is set on 4% and on the second – 2%. Thanks to not using uniform support 
but setting lower support examined are two objects at second level of this objects hierarchy 
because both are considered as a frequent.  

There are several methods which are using reduced minimum support: 

a) level – by – level independent – this approach examine every node separately, no matter its 
ancestor is found to be frequent or not. However this approach can be time consuming 
because of examining here many infrequent itemsets, especially at lower levels. 

 
Figure 10 – level – by – level independent 

 

Figure 10 illustrate the example of level – by – level independent method of examining 
frequent itemsets. Even if general item from first level do not fulfill the threshold of minimum 
support, frequent itemsets are sought on another levels. So rejection of TV item from first 
level has no impact on other levels and “Widescreen TV” and “Flat TV” both has support 
greater than 2%.   
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b) level – cross filtering by k-itemset – this approach examines k-itemsets, which are taken 
into consideration if and only if their ancestors are frequent k-itemsets. Examined are only 
children of frequent k-itemsets. The disadvantage of this method is searching only groups of 
products and it is hard to find many itemsets, especially when the cardinality of the itemset is 
grater than 2. It may sometimes drives to loose valuable patterns.   

 

 

Figure 11 – level - cross filtering by k-itemset  

 

Figure 11 present level – cross filtering by k-itemset, where k =2. First level has general rule 
with two products that are combined together with support (10%) greater than minimal 
support  (7%). This general rule is frequent so lower level of this object hierarchy can be 
examined. On second level minimal support is of course lower (4%) and only two from four 
itemsets fulfill threshold. “Widescreen TV and Notebook” have support 5% and “Flat TV and 
Home” have support 4% which are equal or greater than minimum support for this level.  

c) level – cross filtering by single item – this method is similar in execution as level – cross 
filtering by k-itemset except that here only single items are examined. The children are taken 
into consideration if and only if its parent is frequent and its support is greater than minimal 
support. The more specific, detailed items at the lower level can extract from more general 
one from higher levels. However the disadvantage here may be missing dependencies 
between specific items at lower levels if the minimal support for ancestor is set to higher.  

  

 

Figure 12 – level – cross filtering by single item  

 

Figure 12 presents the condition where items from second level are not examined. The more 
general rule is not frequent because its support is lower than minimal support for this level, so 
“Widescreen TV” and “Flat TV”  are rejected even if their support are greater than he 
minimal support set for second level.  
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d) controlled level – cross filtering by single item – this is the modified version of cross 
filtering by single item. Except minimum support for every level there is also level passed 
threshold which allows to “passing down” frequent itemsets to lower levels. So even if the 
minimal support is not fulfilled for the parent in certain level its children can be examined for 
searching frequent itemsets. At each level threshold can be set dependent on its minimal 
support. Usually level passed threshold is set between minimum support of the given level 
and minimum support of the next lower level. This allows to examine more specific items on 
lower level when the given level support is lower than expected minimum support.  

 

 

Figure 13 - Controlled level – cross filtering by single item 

 

On figure 13 minimum support for level 1 is set to 15%. In simple level – cross filtering by 
single item, objects from lower level 2 will be rejected, but they can be examined because of 
the level passage support which is set on 7% and allows to seek dependencies between lower 
levels. In this case both “Widescreen TV” and “Flat TV” are “passed” to examination, even if 
the more general “TV” from first level is not frequent.  

 

 

4.1.3 Cross-level association rules 
 

Above approaches are focused on finding frequent itemsets at the same level, but it is possible 
to search association rules on connecting together different levels of objects hierarchy. This 
approach is called cross-level association rules.  

On figure 5 can be founded relations between, for example, one-level milk and second-level 
Sony Flat TV (which can be also uninteresting for future analysis). The requirements are a 
little bit different, because it is hard to set up the thresholds on appropriate values. In other 
words should be mix up items from different levels of hierarchy together, or rather choose 
frequent itemsets from levels that are interesting. The second problem is to how interpret this 
form of association. Whether can be more interesting than rule from the same level or rather 
irrelevant which does not improve our analysis. The next problem which is involved with 
cross – level association rules is the redundancy. It often needs to be filtered from “similar” 
association. But confusion appears during choosing rule to analysis decision has to be made 
which is more important. From figure 5 we present the example of the redundancy below. 
Two rules that are similar but it seems to be redundant: 

 
TV   →→→→ Home Computer [support = 6%, confidence = 60%] 
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Flat TV   →→→→ Home Computer [support = 3%, confidence = 66%] 
 

First rule is an ancestor for the second rule. The problem that appears is the similar values of 
support and confidence and what is connected with it – the filtration. Could the second rule be 
leaved and should stronger one be confirmed? It all depends on future analysis. On the 
ancestor rule customers that buy TV (no matter what type) they also buy Home Computer. It 
may helps in grouping these things together or prepare some interesting discounts for 
products. However from algorithmic point of view it is harder to mine frequent itemsets 
where are mixed up items from different levels of hierarchy. It may cause increasing 
complexity so good method in mining cross-level association rules is needed. The advantage 
of using cross-level mining is wider view on hierarchic structure of association rules.       

 

4.2 Algorithms for hierarchical association rules  
 

Main approaches in mining association rules for multiple-level objects are presented. 
However there are several algorithms that presents different point of view and can speed up 
the process of data mining. Below, based on books and articles interesting methods in this 
area are described. 

 
4.2.1 Algorithm ML_T2L1  

  
Algorithm ML_T2L1[9] mine strong multiple-level association rules. Before explanation the 
method it is worth mentioning that at start the items in a database are encoded and form into 
hierarchy, because it is not often that database contain hierarchy at start. It can contain many 
attributes of certain item. That is why objects in database at different level of abstraction 
should be set. Setting these items at different level depend on analyst and what information he 
want to discover from database.  

 
 

Bar_code Category Brand Type Price 

17345 TV Sony Flat 21 20000 

18762 Notebook Acer 4051i 4000 

Table 4 – typical data in database 
 

Table 4 presents two products which contain many fields. For example mined are association 
rules containing Category Brand and Type of a product. Based on that table it is created 
generalized item which merges similar objects in the interested attributes.  

 
 

GID Bar_code_set Category Brand Type 
173 {17345, 14512} TV Sony Flat 21 
187 {18762,23453,23467} Notebook Acer 4051i 

Table 5  – A generalized table 
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Table 5 presents generalized table where items are merged together with the attributes which 
are interested for us as Category, Brand and Type. There is bar_code_set [9] which contains 
similar products merged together. Each group is treated as an atomic item at the lowest level. 
So if the TV was chosen in data mining we are interested in its Brand (for example Sony) and 
Type (Flat 21). Then the levels are distinguished here. Category is on the first level, Brand is 
on second level and Type will be our third level of hierarchy. This information is then 
encoded as a sequence of digits. Suppose the TV is chosen from our table 5 then it is encoded 
into ‘122’ where the first digit means Category of the item (TV) then second digit represents 
Brand (Sony) which is also second level of hierarchy for items. Third digit means Type of 
item (Flat21) and this is the third level of product hierarchy. Another items in transaction 
database we encode in similar way.  

 
TID Items 
T1 {122,134,222,111} 
T2 {111,211} 
T3 {123,134,211} 
T4 {512,111,331} 

Table 6 – encoded transaction table T[1] 
 

Then in mining association rules encoded transaction table is used. The approach is searching 
frequent itemsets with certain minimum support. The algorithm starts on mining large 
itemsets at first level. First generate 1-level large 1-itemset table L[1,1] (where first digit 
means level of searching and the second number of elements in itemset) from where items 
that do not fulfill the minimum support are rejected. Based on example on table 6 large 
itemsets from range {1**} to {5**} are searched. Then, based on L[1,1] table the table is 
generated which on the first level seeking large 2-itemsets L[1,2]. On second level of 
hierarchy are taken into consideration the results from the first pass. The range now can be 
from {11*} to {55*} depended what large itemsets were discovered before. Next the table 
L[2,1] is generated with second level large 1-itemsets remember to fulfill the minimum 
support. This algorithm ends when large itemsets are mined at the last level of hierarchy.   

 

 
Figure 14 – algorithm for discovering of large support items at each level [9] 
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Figure 14 presents algorithm described above. L[x,y] means a table that consists of large y-
itemsets gathered on level x.  T[x] is a filtered transaction table consists of large itemsets 
derived so far.  

As fast as will be gathered the large itemset on appropriate level the association rules can be 
mined. It is worth mentioning that for mining association rules can be used algorithms which 
were described in section 3.4. For example for function get_candidate_set of the large k-
itemsets the a-priori algorithm can be used.  

The advantage of this algorithm is simplifying the method of seeking large itemsets using 
digits, no full names of the items. It of course lower the time of generating large itemsets, 
because there is no need to compare items sign by sign, which can be time-consuming. It only 
focused in digits comparison at appropriate level. Transformation items into digits are 
depended on user/analyst.  

 
4.2.2     Algorithm for mining spatial association rules  

 

Mining association rules do not have to be strictly connected only with market basket 
analysis. In [4] M. Berardi, M. Ceci and D. Malebra presents algorithm for discovering spatial 
association rules from particular kind of images namely document images.  It is connected 
with document layout structure which often forms hierarchy (title paragraph, etc.). In this 
algorithm three features were distinct: logical components (text, graphics) their meaning – 
what feature they represent in structure document, and geometrical features which are divided 
into two groups: relational, which describes where the logical component is situated on 
document and attributes with description of geometrical properties of logical components. 
The levels are called granularity levels.  

Association rules can be mined at different granularity levels. Example is presented below by 
[4]  

Is_a(A, running_head)→→→→on_top(A,B), is_a(B, content), type_text(A) 

Which means that if A is a running head in the document, then it is on top of the layout 
component B, where B is content and A represents textual feature.  

For mining spatial association rules often is used Spacial Pattern Discovery Algorithm called 
SPADA which can solve not only document layout problems but in general every  geographic 
layers.  

After setting the basic information such as: description of labeled documents, set of reference 
objects, identifying spacial hierarchies, granularity levels, accessing objects into specific 
granularity levels and finally specifying basic thresholds like min_support and 
min_confidence we can mine strong multi-level association rules.  

Defining three features, which we mentioned above, for every structure in the document is 
obligatory to run the SPADA. Examples of these features could be: 

is_a(B, title), page(H, first) where B is logical component of the page and H is the page and 
is_a() and page() are functions of logical component. On figure 15 we can see the hierarchy 
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constructed in the document layout structure. Thanks to this layout we can discover spacial 
rules on different levels of granularity.   

 
Fig 15 – hierarchy of logical components [4]  

 

Same algorithm is based on finding large spacial patterns and then generation of strong 
association rules.  

This sort of algorithm can be used in correcting document structure. It depends on how user 
define the features at start and in what way they should be putted on site.  

Another example of using is comparing and checking whether the tested documents satisfy 
the constraints of defined layout.  

If the layout is incomplete it may be helpful in giving tips where missing component should 
be putted.   
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5 DBLP database 
 
The thesis mainly focuses on DBLP database. This chapter presents it in detailed way. It is 
explained what was the idea of creating this bibliographic structure. The hierarchy which was 
founded in DBLP is also presented.     
  

5.1 Introduction  
 

What is special in XML that it is used in research instead of regular relational database or log 
files from internet? First is that xml often forms hierarchy and this is the main advantage. 
Besides talking about association rules and knowledge discovery often is binding with  
relational database. But not always it has to be done in this way. XML also allows to stores 
specific information. Moreover this standard poses new challenges if in data mining. For 
analysis and to thesis the DBLP database was chosen. Digital Bibliography & Library Project 
contains many bibliographic descriptions from scientific conferences and journals in 
computer science. Nowadays DBLP listed more than 725000 articles on the computer science 
field. Figure 16 shows how the database (the bibliographic records) grows in years.   

 

 
Figure 16 – number of bibliographic records [19] 

 
 
 
     

5.2 DBLP database profile : 
 

DBLP, stood before as DataBase and Logic Programming bibliography site at Universitat 
Trier in Germany. Now it becomes more advanced. The main problem of data stored in paper 
format is that there are not easily and fast search important information. The same thing goes 
with DBLP. That is why it has been improved to current XML form. First argument that 
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supports this improvement was making the bibliographies easy to use. Searching appropriate 
data in electronic form is much more convenient. Second advantage is using WWW media 
from where everyone can download this database, which is additionally in XML format. 
Further this DBLP has become improved for an ACM SIGMOD Anthology which consists of 
full papers and articles and is stored in CD-ROM as a digital library. In our thesis we consider 
only DBLP database which represents the main statistics of papers and articles where there is 
a lack of citation links, abstracts, classification, and affiliation of authors. However there is 
much information that we can use for our thesis. Especially the hierarchy structure, which 
was founded and which will be described further. Selection of DBLP gives the opportunity of 
finding interesting associations between the different items of an element structure. Because it 
is no more than database DBLP can be explored in many ways, not only finding dependences 
between authors but gain some knowledge which can throw brighter light on raw data.  

 
 

5.3 Structure of DBLP 
 

The problem with the structure is that it needs human effort to import new data. What is next 
that there can be many misunderstandings irrelevant information, doubled, misspelled 
“fields’, where data quality can be far beyond the appropriate. For example, follow the [19] 
lets take names. The same author may not be unique, it may changed his name (cultural 
ground, marriage etc.), can have many variations. Sometimes problems with abbreviations 
may appear. So one name in certain paper can wrote differently in the second one. That may 
make database incoherent. However these types of inconveniences is reduced and removed by 
hired students. So in this way normalization of data costs a lot of effort.  

 DBLP uses XML structure to present the data. Below the structures of journal article and 
conference paper are presented:  

 
a)  a journal article        
 
<article mdate=" 2002-01-03" key=" journals/ac/Dasgupta82"> 
<author> Subrata Dasgupta</author>  
<title> Computer Design and Description Languages.</title>  
<pages> 91-154</pages>  
<year> 1982</year>  
<volume> 21</volume>  
<journal> Advances in Computers</journal>  
<url> db/journals/ac/ac21.html#Dasgupta82</url>  
</article> 

 
b)  a conference paper.  
 
<inproceedings mdate=" 2002-01-02" key=" conf/er/JaeschkeOS93"> 
<author> Peter Jaeschke</author> 
<author> Andreas Oberweis</author> 
<author> Wolffried Stucky</author> 
<title> Extending ER Model Clustering by Relationship Clustering.</title> 
<pages> 451-462</pages> 
<year> 1993</year> 
<booktitle> ER</booktitle> 
<url> db/conf/er/er93.html#JaeschkeOS93</url> 
<crossref> conf/er/93</crossref> 
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<cdrom> er93/ER93-P447.pdf</cdrom> 
<ee>db/conf/er/JaeschkeOS93.html</ee> 
</inproceedings> 

 

A) shows how the structure of a journal article looks like. The second – b) represents a 
conference paper view. At first sight there are no many differences between those structures. 
However there is distinction between these data. There are some elements which differs 
between journal and conference. The differences and common fields are explained below.  

There are some common fields for both paper and article. In attribute “article” there is a 
“Mdate” which stands for is date of the last modification of the database. “Key” is the 
representation of an article/paper in specific journal/article in specific year. “Author” element 
presents the data of person which wrote a certain paper/article for journal/conference. There 
can be more than one elements “Author” which seems to be obvious. “Title” is the name of an 
article/paper written by authors. “Pages” show the position in conference/journal where 
certain article was published. “Year” is the date when the article/paper was released. “url” is a 
field points  for table of contents of the volume. Above fields are common for two types of 
XML records.  

However it was mentioned that there are some elements that differs. For journal article there 
is a “journal” element which tells to which journal given article was written. “Volume” 
represents the number of published journal in certain year.  

For conference there is “Book_title” which is the name of conference. “Crossref” which is the 
key of proceedings record. “Cdrom” presents a paper placement in folder on cdrom, but this 
field is only for ACM SIGMOD Anthology. “Ee” is an electronic edition of the conference 
paper which contains a link to an abstract and/or a full text.    

The whole structure of DBLP database seems to be easy to interpret and presenting the data 
as a relational database should not cause the problems. However this is not the main goal of 
the thesis. One of the main goal is finding hierarchy structure in DBLP. In the sub-chapter 
below hierarchic representation is presented.   

 

5.4 Hierarchies in DBLP – introduction  
 

On first sight it is hard to find some hierarchic dependences between such objects. But after 
deeper analysis of DBLP structure, strong relations between objects are founded. They may 
be interpreted as a top-down level composition. Figure 17 show how is it look like: 
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Fig 17 – hierarchies discovered in DBLP database 

 

Hierarchy was discovered from the “key” attribute. In chapter 5.3, point a) showed this in 
line: “journal/ac/dasgupta82” which means that certain title of an article was written in 
journal “ac” by author (which here is presented by “dasgupta82”) in year 82. But this is still 
incomprehensible. So the key was divided into four parts. Figure 17 shows four levels of 
hierarchy. The first one is a journal or conference, then second level is year, after year it 
comes title (in dashed rectangle – this data do not exist in results of our association rules) and 
on the fourth level it is author, which represents the names of the published article/paper. 
Note that authors can write to journal as well as to conference. Notice that this structure is not 
the tree structure in stricte sense. It rather resembles the graph. The levels can be changed  
differently and for example author can be placed on “top” of the hierarchy. But for research 
this structure was prepared in this form and every association that we will seek, will be rather 
hold according to figure 17. This structure will be presented well in chapter 6 when proposed 
model for tests (DBLP grouping) is also described.           
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6 Association rules analysis for DBLP  
 

This chapter focuses on association rules for XML structure  
 

6.1 Plan of tests 
 

This chapter presents the research preparation. Describing what methods and algorithm are 
used during mining association rules for objects hierarchy. Also the data that are crucial for 
research are presented. The hierarchy in DBLP is shown again and but now in detailed way.  

 
 
 

6.1.1 Hierarchies in DBLP database 
 
Chapter 5 presented the general hierarchy in DBLP database. Now the look is more detailed 
on this structure because hierarchies discovered in database are similar to graph structure. 
Figure 17 from previous chapter showed between which objects dependencies are founded: 

There are four levels where each of them represents different data. As a leaf author is 
presented, which data will be used in mining association rules. The authors are connected 
with the title. This means that for example author “Author1” wrote the article named “Title” 
with co-author “Author2” and so on. The title is presented by the dashed rectangle, because it 
will be used rather as a transaction key in mining association rules than results of our tests. 
However this “Title” level is necessary to distinct in detailed way membership certain objects 
to certain groups (for example authors who write to specific journals or in specific years). 
After the title there are objects which represents years. Title connected to year seems to be 
understandable. This is information on what year certain article/paper was written. On the 
“top” of the hierarchy the Journal/Conference is set. Represent the information about what 
articles and in what year were written to specific Journal/Conference. 

It is mentioned that figure 17 do not show hierarchy in stricte-sense but rather graph structure. 
It all depends on knowledge to discover. Graph can be modified in such way where the 
Journal or Conference is a leaf and Author is a root. But as mentioned before it will be 
searching dependencies between different levels, not between one type of data. In simple 
hierarchies the each item on lower levels is ascribed only to one item on higher level. In our 
structure we have this advantage that objects on lower level do not have to be ascribed to one 
item on higher level. For example “Author1” wrote “Title” for journal but also wrote “Title2” 
for conference. Thanks to this approach we can mine much more interesting dependencies 
between different levels of hierarchy.  

 
6.1.2 DBLP – grouping algorithm  

 

The main problem that appeared with hierarchical analysis is that available software can 
easily mine simple association rules, but there is no support for hierarchical ones. This is 
because approach used in thesis is new and manufacturers are rather concerned in hastening 
existing ones.  
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During data preparation were encountered that SAS Enterprise Miner allows mine association 
rules in different – complicated way. There can be used only two columns where one is 
responsible for transaction key and second is a target from which are generated different 
relations between them. Second thing is that SAS do not serve the hierarchy based association 
rules. In that circumstances own process model were needed (called “DBLP grouping” 
algorithm) for mining association rules which also can find relations between items on 
different levels of hierarchy. The algorithm put emphasis on appropriate Re - grouping table 
for further mining association rules, after receiving transaction list. Figure 18 presents the 
model that may help in explanation of own algorithm.  

 
 

 
Figure 18 – DBLP – grouping algorithm for mining hierarchy based association rules 

 

The hierarchy in DBLP was described in previous chapter. On figure 18 this hierarchy is 
represented by “DBLP hierarchy” rectangle. To make it easier below the meaning of little 
blocks is presented. C is a conference or journal, Y means year of publishing paper or article, 
A is an author of publishing text and T is a title of publication.  

The whole process consists of such steps: 

 
a) Flattening hierarchies  
b) Selecting transactions  
c) Setting variables  
d) Generating hierarchic rules 
e) Filtering rules 
f) Presenting Results 

 

Ad. a) Flattening is needed for SAS Enterprise Miner, because as it was mentioned earlier 
software do not cope with mining association rules for objects hierarchy. This does not mean 
that hierarchic structure will not be used. The data are simply transformed into one-level 
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transaction list. After that, transaction database will appear with fields that will be taken into 
consideration during next steps. Flattening hierarchies also forces checking cohesion of data, 
whether appears some anomalies that can only interfere in correct analysis. That is why the 
cleaning process for data is prepared to get rid of these irregularities. It is not only a matter of 
removing blank fields but also checking the validity of data. Note that there can be still 
hierarchical association rules founded. It is done by checking the levels of certain items in 
their dependency.  Flattening do not cause loss of information about the level of items in 
hierarchy. It allows only to mix many items from different level, and then as it will be written 
further choose those levels that are interesting for thesis.   

Ad. b) Figure 18 shows the rectangle called “Transactions” which presents transaction data 
list. This step allows choosing transaction that will be considered during mining association 
rule phase. These concerns choosing specific duration of time, sub-group of conferences or 
journals, certain authors etc.  

Ad. c) In this step set variables are analyzed. There can be chosen here dependencies between 
only authors, journals, authors and journals etc.. The transaction key may be changed 
depending on selection of data.  

After second and third step the table that consist only two columns is prepared, where first is 
responsible for transaction key and second for target data. It can be examined more than one 
variable, but it is needed to put these studied data to one column, appropriate to transaction 
key. Figure 18 presents “Re-group” table, after transaction and variable selection. This does 
not mean that only “Title” can be transaction ID as the figure suggest. The different keys also 
can be set. Everything depends on what data will be set as target data for Enterprise Miner. 
Set variables force appropriate approach to them, because sometimes redundant data may 
appear. In this case removing process is needed. For example, if association rules are mined 
between conferences and years, where title is transaction key, it is obvious that certain title 
may appears several times in transaction list (in new re-group table) with relation to certain 
year and conference, because there could be more than one author of paper. For mining 
appropriate dependences between conferences and years redundant data should be deleted 
from re-group table. However that is not a principle. In many cases it depends on what 
knowledge we want to discover and what items are chosen for further analysis.  

It may seems that using only two columns may constraint results, but it is the analyst role to 
choose appropriate data to further analysis, so in consequence many items from different 
levels can take part in final.   

Ad. d) Constraints are set for minimum support, minimum transaction count, minimum 
confidence and number of items for selected data. This step can also make analysis difficult, 
because inappropriate setting of above measures can give false results or give none of them. 
Especially when hierarchies are taken into consideration. Here we use two approaches which 
are used in [8] and described in chapter 4.1. For mining multi-level association rules from 
DBLP database algorithm with uniform and reduced support is used. It is also depended on 
type of analysis which algorithm is used. However it is worth to remember that in DBLP 
items from lower level may not be so frequent and then reduced support for lower levels 
should be applied. Then generation of rules can be proceed. There can be lots of them 
depending what exactly knowledge has to be discovered.  
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Ad.  e) On figure 18 there is the “Rules” rectangle which represents different association 
rules. Generation of association rules can be very complex especially when as a target 
variable are ascribed items from different levels of hierarchy. That is why they need to be 
filtered and put in groups. These groups can be depended on number of items in a rule, 
specific items from a rule (e.g. specific year, conferences), Distinction the relevant rules from 
unnecessary ones is needed. Even if appropriate thresholds were set, unattractive rules may 
appear. For example if dependences between conferences and years are looked for, there is a 
possibility of finding also association rules between same years. They surely will not be taken 
into analysis, so can be thrown. However those relations also can be examined but for finding 
other characteristic.    

Ad. g) The last step of process model is presenting results, which can be made in graphical 
way, showed by multiple variants of SAS Gallery of Advanced Graphical Reports or by table 
view presenting the most interesting data. Sometimes it is hard to present whole set of 
association rules. In that case reliable sample should be presented.   

What is important that this algorithm can have many applications. DBLP database is not the 
only one database which can be used in this process. Relational databases, other XML 
databases – every database when there is a possibility to distinguish multi-level structure. 
Algorithm shows how association rules can be discovered when data are formed in hierarchy. 
This model is presented in SAS so it can be problem to use it in other data mining software. 
However these steps may make easier mining association rules for objects hierarchy and gives 
good hints for preparing algorithm for other programs.  

 
6.1.3 Tests for DBLP database 

 

So far DBLP – grouping algorithm for mining association rules for objects hierarchy was 
explained. This chapter focuses on proposed tests to discover interesting dependences among 
DBLP objects. Tests are divided into groups to make easier future analysis. Every test is 
examined with different threshold sets and always concerns hierarchic structure. This means 
that even if relations have only items from one level, their values are depended on other levels 
of DBLP objects hierarchy. For example if association rules between authors are mined, there 
is a possibility to do these in many ways such as: association rules between authors with 
reference to title or journal/conference etc.  

The types of tests for thesis are presented below:  

a) Depended on threshold: based on our large amount data we extract association rules with 
different set of main factors that are participate in mining. For example minimum support can 
be set with reference to different levels of hierarchy. We can use uniform minimum support 
for each level of objects hierarchy or use Reduced Support, where for strong association rules 
we set minimum support on higher level than for lower levels. We can also examine 
dependencies by their confidence, support or transaction count.  

b) Depended on objects: We examine relations at different levels, crossed association rules, 
dependencies at the same level. Then the results are mined with others objects. We can use 
here even statistic information about our items to select these with the higher occurrence 
percentage. For example we can mine relations between journals/conferences then search the 
year of publications with reference to these journal/conferences.  
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c) Searching progression of specified items in hierarchy: We can distinct here all the tests of 
items that changed during years. We can specify here tests where items are related authors, 
related journals or conferences. Of course every of this test concerns hierarchy, because it is 
linked with year.    

d) Searching dependences between different levels of hierarchy. We can distinct here crossed 
association rules when we merge two items, for example years and names from different 
levels. We also have to take care about adjusting appropriate constraints of minimum support 
and minimum confidence, because as a general the data can be really sensitive and setting 
those thresholds to high can give not exact data than we expect.  

  
6.2 Description of test  

  
This chapter presents our solutions and techniques in mining association rules for DBLP 
database. Also describes the process of deriving knowledge from DBLP.  
 
 

6.2.1 Test environment  
 

To mine interesting association rules, data preparation is needed. This process consists of 
many steps such as cleaning, merging etc. which will be described below. These steps are 
necessary to find dependencies that are really carry useful knowledge without generating 
irrelevant results.  
 
 

6.2.1.1 Tool for mining association rules  
 

Whole process is prepared by using SAS software from SAS Institute. This software allows to 
perform operations on data which are stored as tables. SAS has a wide range of applications. 
This analytical tool can be used in segmentation of the clients, abuse detection or marketing 
analysis. The data processing such as cleaning, merging tables etc., present graphical or 
writing reports of extracted data plays important role in data mining. But the main abilities 
concerns on mathematical and business analysis, business planning or forecasting. Many 
techniques of data mining, which are implemented in SAS software, can be used. SAS 
Enterprise Miner is a data mining tool which is used during Mining Association Rules. SAS 
Enterprise Miner allows to derive knowledge based on methods from decision trees through 
neural network to association rules.        
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Figure 19 – the main window of SAS  

 
 

Figure 19 represents the main window of SAS. Window A represents libraries and tables 
stored in them. This window is responsible for adding new physically settled libraries and 
adding new tables into them. That makes easier storing data in special places and allows 
grouping to make them readable and easy to use.  

Window B presents the table in browse mode. It allows to explore rows and columns even 
there is a possibility of changing data (but first change the mode into “edit”) or sort them by 
certain field.  

Window C is an enhanced editor for editing data from tables. The language is called 4GL and 
allows edit data in many ways. This language is used to prepare appropriate data for mining 
association rules.  

 
SAS Enterprise Miner: 
 

In thesis association rules will be performed in SAS Enterprise Miner which is a tool that 
integrates many techniques are used in data mining. Exploration of data is proceed in 
graphical mode. The tool provides ability to construct prediction models with use decision 
trees, neural network or regression. Statistic methods are also available as well as mining 
association rules – the goal of thesis.  

There are three main elements of interface in SAS Enterprise Miner : 

- Working area for process diagram  
- Tools – which are used in building data mining model  

   
       Window C 

   
       Window B 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Window A 
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- Navigators project area 

Based on tools and connections between them the Process Flow Diagram can be created.  

Many of the tools are working automatically, others are interactive. They are grouped in 
categories according to SEMMA (Sample Explore Modify Model Access) methodology 
which consist of few steps such as choosing and dividing data, preliminary data mining, 
transforming data, creating the model and comparing and assessing created models.  

 

 
Figure 20   - Groups of nodes 

 

There are several groups of nodes which can be used in specific data mining model. 7 groups 
can be distinguished. Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, Assess, Scoring and Utility. We will 
describe couples of them, which were used during tests.  

 
• Input Data Source – used for loading data and defining attributes.  
• Insight – allows to see different parameters of variables and statistical analysis of data.  
• Association – main tool for mining association rules  
• Variable Selection – allows to remove useless variables  
• Data Set Attributes – modification variables parameters 
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Figure 21 – SAS Enterprise Miner window. 

 

Figure 21 presents two windows from which Enterprise Miner consist of. Window A has 
three bookmarks:  

Diagrams – which represent projects  

Tools – where by using drag-and-drop method elements needed to project are selected 

Reports  

After creating new project the Process Flow Diagram for Association Rules can be built. 
Window B shows how the project is build with using certain tools. This example is similar to 
projects that are created for mining different association rules between objects. 

 
 

6.2.1.2 Data for mining association rules  
 

XML DBLP database is used and it can be downloaded from http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/ . 
This database as was mentioned before has about 740000 articles. The structure of the 
document was presented also in chapter 5.3. There are many fields that would not be 
important during our analysis. Some of these data consist of blank fields or not valid data. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
      Window B 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       Window A 
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That is why the cleaning process is carried out. All selected data are needed to be well 
formatted, without mistakes.  

Next chapter presents process of deriving interesting data from DBLP database. 

 
 

6.2.2 Process of deriving data from DBLP database 
 

 
The problem with DBLP database is that it stores data in XML structure that is not readable 
by SAS. So derived data from DBLP XML database are mapped into SAS software. Thanks 
to 4GL language and map file data can be transform into tables that can be readable by SAS. 
But first thing is to prepare the map file, which sets attributes and their format, with fields that 
are necessary for thesis. This map file was presented by [16] For future mining were chosen 
such attributes as: key, title author, book_title, journal, volume, number, url, year, ee, cdrom, 
cite. This map file allows allows transform XML structure to tables, readable by SAS. It is 
presented in Appendix A. The structure of this map file consist of  needed data that are 
necessary to further analysis.  

 
 

6.2.2.1 Mapping data from XML DBLP database to SAS software  
 

Above map file, after using SAS 4GL editor allows to generate four temporary tables. The 
code for loading data into SAS is presented below[16] : 

 
filename  libmap2 'C:\roboczy\My Sas Files\libmapping\artmap\articles .xml' ; 
filename  map 'C:\roboczy\My Sas 
Files\libmapping\artmap\paperandarticle.map' ; 
libname  libmap2 xml xmlmap=map xmlprocess=relax;    

 

Where ‘libmap’ is a library name which stores data, xmlprocess = relax tells about easily 
mapping data that consist of non-standard characters like ‘@#@$%%’.  

After mapping data need to be exported from xml into other format, because SAS create only 
map, not physical data. Microsoft Access tables were chosen. After that the process of 
importing this physical from Microsoft Access were carried out and again land up but now as 
a physical data to SAS.  

 
 

6.2.2.2 Cleaning   
 
 
After mapping and storing the tables into SAS software it is obvious that blank fields may 
occur. Moreover many data can be unreadable or bad prepared. So the cleaning process 
among the DBLP database is carried out. Next phase is deleting the tables that will not be 
necessary for future analysis. Below the code is presented in 4GL language that “clean” the 
data of book_title column which consist of numbers of the same books and without cleaning 
process every number would be consider separately. But the goal was to merge the books that 
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distinct only the number. Other unnecessary columns were also deleted which was made by 
“drop” function in 4GL.   
  
data step libmap2.paper; 
set  libmap2.paper; 
book_title=COMPRESS(book_title, "(1)" ); 
book_title=COMPRESS(book_title, "(2)" ); 
book_title=COMPRESS(book_title, "(3)" ); 
book_title=COMPRESS(book_title, "(4)" ); 
book_title=COMPRESS(book_title, "(5)" ); 
drop  ee cdrom volume number; 
run; 
 

 
 

6.2.2.3 Distinguishing the journals and conferences    
 
 
For future analysis it is better to distinguish the data, because of large amount of it. Journals 
were marked by adding “J_” sign in front of journal data and “C_” in front of conference. It 
will help us in searching specific information. Below the code is presented in 4GL language 
for book_title marking: 
 
data step libmap.paperwithmarkc; 
set  libmap.paper; 
book_title=CAT( 'C_' ,book_title); 
run; 
 

The function “CAT” is responsible for adding “C_” in front of the “book_title” data. The 
same thing is done with journal, but with “J_” sign.  
 

 
6.2.2.4 Merging tables together and cleaning process   

 

After mapping XML file there are four tables where two of them presents data about tiles 
wrote to conference and journals and two about authors of the papers and articles. Merging 
table for every data from XML need to be prepared and then are selected those columns that 
can be used during mining association rules. 

After merging articles with authors and papers with authors, these two tables are merged. The 
code for this operation is presented below: 

 
data libmap2.PapArt; 
set   libmap2.Mrg_papauth libmap.Mrg_Artauth; 
keep  key title year book_title author journal;  
run; 
 
 

The function keep allows to keep those columns that will be taken into consideration. The 
merging table looks as on figure 22. 
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Figure 22 – Data after merging tables.  

 
 
This operation merges tables but there are two tables: book_title and journal which have 
blank fields. This problem is reduced by creating one column both for journals and 
conferences. Below the code is presented for that operation (conferences and journals are 
stored into ‘journal’ column). Also ‘N_’ sign is added to the authors to distinct these data 
from others and to make easier searching name process:  
 
data libmap2.cube; 
set   libmap2.papart; 
if  journal = ''    
then  journal = book_title; 
drop  book_title; 
author = CAT( 'N_' ,author); 
run; 

 
Only data where author is not blank are kept:  
 
data step libmap2.cube2; 
set  libmap2.cube; 
where  not (author is missing); 
run; 

 
There is a problem with data from year 2006, because database do not have all information 
about articles and papers from this year. They were deleted because of incompleteness.  
 
data libmap2.cube; 
set   libmap2.cube; 
where  year <> 2006; 
run;  
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6.2.2.5 SAS problems with association rules   
 
After preparing the data for association rules, the problem occurred because SAS enterprise 
manager allows to mine association rules from one column which has data for finding 
relations and second column which is a key for mined data. That is why table with two 
columns were prepared. It all depends on analyzed data. Below there is a presentation of the 
example where data are divided into two columns. Journal and title, where title is a key and 
journal – analyzed data:  
 
data step lib2clmn.titlejournal; 
set  liblib2clmn.cube2; 
keep  title journal; 
run; 
 

Sometimes more than one item is needed to analyze. Then two tables are merged by key, 
where target data can consist of for example author and year.  
 
 

6.2.2.6 Mining association rules using SAS enterprise manager   
 
 
After generating tables the process of mining association rules is performed, by using SAS 
Enterprise Miner which was described above. In Enterprise Miner there is a tool called 
“Association” which allows to set the thresholds for support and confidence. Figure 23 
presents main panel of “association” tool.  

 
Figure 23 – General panel of association tool.  

 
The association tool is responsible for mining association rules and also for sequences. 
Radiobutton choose minimum support.  There is also set maximum number of items in 
association and minimum confidence for the rules. Constraints for data are depended on what 
rules are searched and on what level of hierarchy the data are. Usually “Specify a count” is set 
on 10, that algorithm for sure then finds rules where their appearance is equal or bigger than 
10 – it reduces the possibility of mining unnecessary rules in final rule set. Also maximum 
number of items in an association default is set to 5, because in such data more items may 
increase complexity without any need. In the most of the cases the confidence was set on 
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10%, however it is not a rule. It also depends on what knowledge need to be discovered and 
what data are used.  
  
 

6.2.2.7 Presentation of the results   
 
 
After rule generation the table consist of all the rules and their factors such as lift, confidence, 
support, number of items in a rule etc. The knowledge is stored in table so it can be sorted by 
every column. However it is hard to take whole rule set. That is why division into small one is 
performed. Again 4GL language is in use, to split association rule table: 

 
 
data step libar11.Aryearsize2; 
set  libar.arauthoryear; 
where  (set_size=2); 
run; 

 

Above example presents choosing only these association rules which have only two items. 
One antecedent and one consequent.  

This association rule table allows to view the results using graph by selecting interesting 
columns and measures from it.  

 
 

 
 
 

6.3 General characteristic of DBLP 
 
Before getting into main tests for DBLP database, important statistic information were 
performed. They can be helpful during association rule analysis. Also data are shown here 
from characteristic point of view. These chapter presents occurrences of main journals and 
conferences  related to year, the most common authors etc.  
 
 

6.3.1 Journals and conferences  
 
This chapter presents the most frequent journal and conferences to which authors wrote their 
articles and papers. The twenty of most popular journal and conference are chosen  
 
 

6.3.1.1 Journals  
 
 
After mapping XML file there is a table prepared with all journals data and amount of them. 
There are 539 journals in DBLP database which is not a big amount especially when the 
articles appear since 1936. Below the sql question is presented for table, and table itself with 
20 most popular journals.  
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SELECT DISTINCT  Count([ArticleAccess].journal) AS najwiekszy , 
[ArticleAccess].journal 
FROM ArticleAccess 
GROUP BY [ArticleAccess].journal 

 
 

count  journal 
7439 Commun. ACM 
6163 Theor. Comput. Sci. 
5782 IEEE Transactions on Information Theory 
4939 Inf. Process. Lett. 
4931 IEEE Trans. Computer 
4556 CoRR 
3809 Pattern Recognition 
3402 J. Symb. Log. 
3082 IEEE Komputer 
2982 Journal of Chemical Information and 

Computer Sciences 
2659 Nucleic Acids Research 
2649 IEEE Trans. Software Eng. 
2621 Electr. Notes Theor. Comput. Sci. 
2619 Inf. Sci. 
2546 Bioinformatics 
2546 Pattern Recognition Letters 
2430 IEEE Trans. Pattern Anal. Mach. Intell. 
2390 Discrete Applied Mathematics 
2384 J. ACM 
2352 Comput. J. 

Table 7 – the most frequent journals – Top 20.  
 
On the first place is Commun. ACM. Which is the shortcut for Communication of the ACM 
with 7439 articles and first appeared in 1958. On the second place there is Theor. Comput. 
Sci. (Theoretical Computer Science) with 6163 articles since 1975/1976. The third place with 
5782 articles is for IEEE Transactions on Information Theory since 1953. No matter when the 
journal appear the older one may have more written articles.  
 
 
 

6.3.1.2 Conferences  
 
 
Table with conferences is prepared here. There are 692 conferences in DBLP database. Below 
there is a presentation of them with 20 most popular conferences. There were problems at 
start because some books has (2) or (1) mark, the standardization of the book’s data was 
needed by removing those marks. 
  

count  book_title 
3053 DAC 
2843 ITC 
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count  book_title 
2841 WinterSimuatinCnference 
2743 IntCMGCnference 
2728 GIJahrestagung 
2266 AAAI 
2143 SAC 
1696 HCI 
1374 ICC 
1328 ACMMutimedia 
1145 ACMCnferencenCmputerScienc

e 
1124 FPL 
1086 UAI 
1076 ACL 
1030 AAMAS 
1023 CHI 
1020 AAAI/IAAI 
1017 CHIExtendedAbstracts 
964 LCN 
939 S.C. 

Table 8 – The most frequent conferences – Top 20 
 
The left column presents the count of the conference, right column name of the conference. 
At first place was DAC – Design Automation conference with 3053 papers, which first 
appeared in 1986. Second is ITC – International Test Conference, with 2843 papers, since 
1981. On third place with 2841 papers is WinterSimuatinCnference – Winter Simulation 
Conference from 1994. Here, similar to previous chapter the amount of papers for conference 
is not depended on year too.  
 
 

6.3.2 Journals and conferences in years 
 
This chapter presents the most frequent journals and conferences in years. But related to 
number of articles/paper appeared in journals/conferences, not by year. 
 
 

6.3.2.1 Journals in years  
 
 
Below the table for journals and sql code is presented:  
 
SELECT DISTINCT  count([ArticleAccess].journal) AS najwiekszy , 
[ArticleAccess].year,  [ArticleAccess].journal  
FROM ArticleAccess 
GROUP BY [ArticleAccess].year ,  [ArticleAccess].jo urnal 
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count      Lear journal 
812 2003 CoRR 
803 2004 CoRR 
641 2002 CoRR 
608 2005 Bioinformatics 
574 2001 CoRR 
561 2004 Bioinformatics 
558 2003 Theor. Comput. Sci. 
533 2005 Electr. Notes Theor. Comput. Sci. 
526 2002 Discrete Mathematics 
478 2000 CoRR 
444 2003 Bioinformatics 
434 2004 Theor. Comput. Sci. 
432 2004 Discrete Mathematics 
418 2002 Electr. Notes Theor. Comput. Sci. 
397 2002 Theor. Comput. Sci. 
378 2003 Discrete Mathematics 
378 2001 Theor. Comput. Sci. 
375 2001 Electr. Notes Theor. Comput. Sci. 
366 2001 Discrete Mathematics 
363 2000 Discrete Mathematics 
353 2003 Electr. Notes Theor. Comput. Sci. 
352 2001 Fuzzy Sets and Systems 
335 2004 IEEE Transactions on Information 

Theory 
334 1996 ACM Comput. Surv. 
328 2003 Commun. ACM 
327 2005 Theor. Comput. Sci. 
324 1998 CoRR 
323 2003 IEEE Transactions on Information 

Theory 
322 2002 Neurocomputing 
321 1999 CoRR 

Table 9 - The most common journals in years - Top30 : 
 
Three firs places is “occupied” by CoRR – The Computing Research Repository. There is 
also prepared the list of the most frequent journals but from the “end” and it founded the 
journal to which people wrote their first article. This is J. Symb. Log. – The journal of 
Symbolic Logic and the first journal appeared in 1936 with twelve articles.   
 

count year journal 
8 1945 J. Symb. Log. 
1 1945 The Atlantic 

Monthly 
5 1944 J. Symb. Log. 
8 1943 J. Symb. Log. 

13 1942 J. Symb. Log. 
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count year journal 
13 1941 J. Symb. Log. 
10 1940 J. Symb. Log. 
18 1939 J. Symb. Log. 
10 1938 J. Symb. Log. 
15 1937 J. Symb. Log. 
12 1936 J. Symb. Log. 

Table 10 - The most common journals from the oldest years 
 
  

6.3.2.2 Conferences in years  
 
There is a table below for the most frequent conference in current years and in elder years.  
 

count  year book_title 
537 1999 HCI 
459 1997 HCI 
377 1986 ICC 
361 1993 HCI 
350 2000 ICC 
342 2005 SAC 
332 1997 ICC 
326 2005 AINA 
325 2005 AAAI 
316 2004 SAC 
315 1984 ICC 
309 2005 CHIExtendedAbstracts 
308 2004 WinterSimuatinCnference 
303 2004 PCM 
302 1994 AAAI 
289 1994 CHICnferenceCmpanin 
289 1996 AAAI/IAAI, 
286 2004 AAMAS 
283 2002 AAMAS 
281 2002 WinterSimuatinCnference 
281 2000 WinterSimuatinCnference 
278 2004 CHIExtendedAbstracts 
272 2005 GIJahrestagung 
264 2003 WinterSimuatinCnference 
246 1998 COLING-ACL 
246 1999 WinterSimuatinCnference 
245 2003 AAMAS 
238 2005 ICN 
237 1998 WinterSimuatinCnference 
237 1995 CHI9CnferenceCmpanin 

Table 11 - The most common conferences in years – Top 30.  
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The two first places belong to HCI – Human-Computer Interaction. On third place is ICC – 
International Conference on Communications. Interesting fact is that in recent years there are 
less papers written to certain conference than in 90’s. The oldest came from 1970 – ARCS - 
Architektur von Rechensystemen.  
  

Count  year Book_title 
20 1975 IFIPTC-SpeciaWrkingCnferencenDataBa 
56 1975 GIJahrestagung 
23 1975 GI-Fachgespr&aumch&uumberRechenzentren 
15 1975 LanguageHierarchiesandInterfaces 
16 1975 IBMSympsium:DataBaseSystems 
17 1975 CmputerArchitecture 
19 1975 AdvancedCurse:NetTheryandAppicatins 
23 1974 ARCS 
20 1974 IFIPWrkingCnferenceDataBaseManagement 
15 1974 SympsiumnOperatingSystems 
68 1974 GIJahrestagung 
51 1974 RGU 
19 1974 PrgrammingMethdgy 
51 1973 GIJahrestagung 
18 1972 AdvancedCurse:SftwareEngineering 
25 1970 ARCS 
Table 12 - The most common conferences from the oldest years 

 
 
 

6.3.3 Authors for journals and articles.   
 
This chapter focused on authors which presented their work (papers and articles) on journals 
and conferences. Below there are tables with 20 the most productive people. There are 
divided into three groups. Those who write to journals, those who write for conferences, and 
overall statistics.  
 

6.3.3.1 Journals authors  
 
Below there is the table with authors who wrote the most articles. It is worth mentioning that 
in DBLP database are 208361 people that write articles for journals, the most articles was 
written by Grzegorz Rozenberg. 
 
 

count Autor 
219 Grzegorz Rozenberg 
218 Ariel Rosenfeld 
203 Robert L. Glass 
186 Micha Sharir 
185 Saharon Shelah 
185 Bill Hancock 
173 Diane Crawford 
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count Autor 
166 Chin-Chen Chang 
163 Noga Alon 
158 Kang G. Shin 
157 Gheorghe Paun 
155 Hermann A. Maurer 
148 Arto Salomaa 
147 Joseph Y. Halpern 
140 Oscar H. Ibarra 
139 Witold Pedrycz 
137 Robert Endre Tarjan 
134 Anil K. Jain 
132 Philips S. Yu 
129 Elisa Bertino 

Table 13 – Occurrence of authors writing for journals 
 
 
 

6.3.3.2 Conference authors  
 
 
Below table present authors who wrote the most articles. There are  117951 people that wrote 
papers for conferences, the most articles was written by Sudhakar M. Reddy. 
 

count  autor 
95 Sudhakar M. Reddy 
90 Alberto L. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli 
87 Hans-Peter Seidel 
78 Irith Pomeranz 
77 HongJiang Zhang 
75 Kwang-Ting Cheng 
63 Robert K. Brayton 
61 Wei-Ying Ma 
60 Edward J. McCluskey 
58 Hans-Peter Kriegel 
55 Philip S. Yu 
55 Victor R. Lesser 
55 Ben Shneiderman 
54 Moti Yung 
54 Eric Horvitz 
54 Manfred Glesner 
53 Tuomas Sandholm 
53 Judea Pearl 
52 Fabrizio Lombardi 
51 Miodrag Potkonjak 

Table 14 – Occurrence of authors writing for journals 
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6.3.3.3 Journal and conference authors  
 
 
Both of the above tables (13 and 14) were merged. The most occurred authors for journals 
and conferences then appeared. There are 275734 authors overall. The result are in the table 
below.  
 

count author 
263 Grzegorz Rozenberg 
222 Azriel Rosenfeld 
204 Chin-Chen Chang 
203 Robert L. Glass 
192 Joseph Y. Halpern 
190 Micha Sharir 
187 Philip S. Yu 
186 Saharon Shelah 
185 Bill Hancock 
178 Kang G. Shin 
173 Diane Crawford 
172 Gheorghe Paun 
167 Hermann A. Maurer 
166 Noga Alon 
164 Elisa Bertino 
161 Hans-Peter Seidel 
159 Ben Shneiderman 
156 Arto Salomaa 
154 Oscar H. Ibarra 
153 Sudhakar M. Reddy 
146 Derick Wood 
145 Witold Pedrycz 
140 Christos H. Papadimitriou 
140 Anil K. Jain 
140 Daniel Thalmann 
140 Robert Endre Tarjan 
138 Hartmut Ehrig 
136 Sushil Jajodia 
136 Kurt Mehlhorn 
136 David Eppstein 

Table 15  – Occurrence of authors from journals and conferences  
 
 

6.3.4 Articles and papers in years 
 
Here is the presentation of how many articles and papers was written in certain years.  
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6.3.4.1 Articles in years  
 
Below table presents number of articles written for journals in years.  
 

number of articles  year 
13022 2005 
20260 2004 
21955 2003 
20343 2002 
18615 2001 
16913 2000 
14540 1999 
13888 1998 
13200 1997 
11603 1996 
10065 1995 
9129 1994 
8320 1993 
7403 1992 
6615 1991 
5984 1990 
4992 1989 
4369 1988 
3562 1987 
3207 1986 

Table 16  – Occurrence of articles for journals in years 
 
 

6.3.4.2 Papers in years  
 
Table below shows growing progression of presented papers. However in 2005 there are less 
papers written. That is because not all paper was stored in DBLP database yet.  
 

Number of papers year 
8133 2005 
9565 2004 
9340 2003 
7987 2002 
7076 2001 
6682 2000 
5957 1999 
5556 1998 
5325 1997 
4297 1996 
3981 1995 
3799 1994 
3296 1993 
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Number of papers year 
2607 1992 
2669 1991 
2029 1990 
1935 1989 
1815 1988 
1822 1987 
1974 1986 

Table 17 – Occurrence of articles for journals in years 
 
 

6.4 Hierarchical analysis and discussion 
 

This chapter refers to chapter 6.1 where was described the plan of tests and explained what 
data analysis were carried out for this thesis. The results and conditions during we analyze our 
DBLP database were presented in this chapter. Depending on type of analysis, the constraint 
for support and confidence differs. Sometimes the different minimum support is set for 
different levels to refer to reduced support presented in chapter 4.1. Excluding first analysis 
where are taken into consideration all DBLP database, the year 2006 is removed from 
analysis, because the DBLP database is not fill up completely for this year yet. All the tests 
are carried out in SAS Enterprise Miner by using appropriate tools which are described in 
chapter 6.2. The problems appears in cases too huge amount of certain data, because SAS do 
not cope with so many transactions, so it was needed to divide data into smaller parts. Given 
transaction data set, after re-grouping, consist of two columns which one is transaction key 
and second represent our “products”. The products and transaction key changes depending on 
way of finding interesting associations. It is worth mentioning that theoretical settings for 
minimum support and confidence on 50% level wouldn’t give any results. So bigger attention 
is put on constraints during analysis. Also major goal is dealing with hierarchic structure. 
Depending on data prepared for analysis sometimes is used uniform constraints for different 
levels and sometimes the threshold for lower levels is lowered. .    

 
6.4.1 Progression of co-authorship in years 

 

This analysis were based on transaction key which were authors who written together 
articles/papers, for journals/conferences. The main goal was to check whether the related 
authors  wrote together in next years. The product here was year. The relations between years 
were searched but the difference between them should be no longer than one year. The 
relations consisted of two or three products. Hierarchical association rules appeared here 
because relations concerned years which are on the second level of hierarchy related to 
authors who are on the four-bottom level of hierarchy. Measure was confidence which tells on 
what percentage of all authors the associated ones wrote together. Second measure was 
distinguished here also – “transaction count” which tells about amount of “produced” 
articles/paper in years.  

The constraints for these rules were set as follows: 
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Instead of minimum support the transaction count was set on 5, because it was easier find 
appropriate rules, by counting them. The percentage minimum support couldn’t give many 
rules, because of huge amount of authors (275734 overall). In that case the support should be 
set on very low level, below the one percent. It was set that the authors should “meet” (write 
together) at least five times to get appropriate results, rather than setting minimum support 
percentage which could miss important rules. The minimum confidence was set on 10% and 
maximum number of items in a rule is set to three.  

 
Below were presented the graphic results of our analysis for two items in a rule and three 
items in a rule: 
 
a) Association rules for two items in a rule, where (year of antecedent) +1 = (year of  
consequent) 
 

As it was mentioned before these rules told that for example if certain authors wrote in 2003 
then they also wrote together in 2004.  
 

 
Figure 24 – The results of association rules 
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Conclusions: 
On figure 24 the dropping confidence in 2004 => 2005 year may be the cause of the less 
written papers and articles for conferences and journals. Well rather it is a problem of not 
exporting every data to DBLP database. But overall there was a growing tendency in writing 
articles through years. This figure tell that if some authors, related to each other, wrote 
together in one year, there is a chance that they will write together in next year. Moreover 
these authors write more from year to year. This can be “read” from growing confidence 
which is on y axis on figure. The average 30% confidence tells also that these related authors 
do not write only together but they write articles/papers by themselves or even they are linked 
with others but not as frequently as on this figure.  
 
 
b1) Association rules for three items in a rule, where (year – item – of antecedent) = (first 
year of  consequent) – 1 and (second year of consequent) – 2 
 
The association rules with three items were divided on two groups: B1 considered association 
rules with only one antecedent. Next point considered rules with only one consequent. An 
example: people who wrote together in 1995 they also wrote in years 1996 and 1997 

 

 
Figure 25 – The result of association rules with three items and one antecedent 
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Conclusions: 
Figure 25 show as in a) the growing tendency in written articles by authors that are related 
together. But this association rules differs from presented on figure 24. Here three years in 
progress were selected. The progression here is on lower level (however it is rather rapid) 
than with in relations where exist only two items in a rule. The confidence here keeps on 20% 
level. It means that authors are not as related as in two-item rules and do not write as often 
together within the space of three years. Antecedent had only one year which meant that were 
taken into consideration only certain authors of one year and seek their “productivity” in the 
next two years. In another sub-chapter will be present the case where two items represents 
years.  
 
b2) Association rules for three items in a rule, where (first year – item -of antecedent) +2 and 
(second year – item - of antecedent) +1 = (year of consequent) 
 
B2 we considered association rules with only one consequent. An example: people who write 
together in 1995 and 1996 they also write in years 1997 
 

 

 
Figure 26 – Result of association rules with three items and two antecedents 
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Conclusions: 
Figure 26 showed progression, but it is rather slower growth than presented in b1). However 
the confidence is on higher level and it lasts for about 60% within the last years. This proves 
that people who wrote together in two years, it is more than sure that they wrote together in 
next year. Also this high confidence tells that authors “like” collaborating with each other 
more.       
 

 
6.4.2 Progression of co-authorship  

 
These dependences are bitter more complex than presented in previous chapter. This chapter 
tried to find how the connections between authors are changed through years. Moreover it 
was checked how the most popular authors are connected with journals and conferences. 
Hierarchy in these association rules consist of three levels: author, title and 
journal/conference. At start relations between authors were founded and this was “product”, 
the transactional key was title. SAS wouldn’t allow processing all data so splitting them into 
several parts was needed and in that way were searched dependences. The data were split 
(concrete the years of author’s appearance were split) into: 
 

• Authors who has written to 1984 
• Authors who has written from 1985 to 1994 
• Authors who has written from 1995 to 1997 
• Authors who has written from 1998 to 2000 
• Authors who has written from 2001 to 2003 
• Authors who has written from 2004 

 

Authors were split into that way, because of number of transactions. Every of this range had 
the similar number of transactions, so it will be easier to draw interesting conclusions. After 
the division association rules were searched in the authors where relation between them is 
nearly 100% confidence. Then for authors were checked to which journals/conferences they 
usually wrote. Above division also help in seeking the progress for the wide area of years and 
shown on what direction it drives. Constraints are set as follows: 

Minimum confidence = 50% because of searching strong relations  

Number of relations = 3  

Transaction Count (instead of minimum support) = 10 

 
6.4.2.1  Co-authorship of the most popular authors 

 
It was mentioned before about looking dependences between authors. This chapter looked 
through the most popular ones and check how often they wrote with themselves within space 
of years. The data based on rules generated in 2004 and then were moved step backward to 
previous years. The SAS Enterprise miner founded five relations of authors that were working 
together (figure 27).  
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Figure 27 – table with relationships from 2004 

 
Based on figure 27, six authors were related together. Now based on statistic tables it was 
checked how popular were they and whether they wrote together in previous years. 

 
 

appearance author 
153 Sudhakar M. Reddy 
130 HongJiang Zhang 
107 Irith Pomeranz 
38 Mingjing Li 
33 Qi Tian 
27 Changsheng Xu 

Table 18 –Number of articles wrote by certain authors from association rule. 
 
Based on table 18 three of them wrote more than 100 papers/articles. Let see how these 
authors were related in previous years.  
 

 
Figure 28 – table with relationship of authors from 2004 which also wrote together in 

20012003. 
 
 
Figure 28 represents the relations of authors from years 2001 to 2003. Popular authors 
wrote together more frequent than unpopular. For example Sudhakar M. Reddy wrote 
with Irith Pomeranz 17 articles during three years, and Mingjing Li wrote with HongJiang 
Zhang 11 articles/papers.  
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Figure 29 – table with relationship of authors from 2004 which also wrote together in 

19982000. 
 
 
Figure 29 represents the relations of authors from years 1998 to 2000. During three years 
there was only one couple which wrote together 24 papers/articles.   
 
 

 
Figure 29 – table with relationship of authors from 2004 which also wrote together in 

19982000. 
 

Figure 30 shows that popular authors from 2004 wrote together during years 1995 – 1997. 
Sudhakar M. Reddy with Irith Pomeranz wrote 17 articles/papers. And popular HongJiang 
Zhang wrote with Stephen W. Smoliar 5 articles/papers. There were no connections between 
them in previous years so we stop here. 

 
 

 
Conclusion: 
These small set of association rules showed that during these years there was a growing 
tendency in together writings. In years 1995 – 1997 Sudhakar M. Reddy wrote with Irith 
Pomeranz 17 articles (average 5.6 articles per year). In the next 3 years they wrote 24 
articles/papers (avg. 8 per year). But in the year 2004 they wrote 10 articles (so we can 
presume that to the end of 2006 the will write about 30 articles/papers). The most productive 
authors become the most involved one and produce more interesting articles/papers. 
Moreover this co-authorship tells that popular authors wrote more frequently with someone 
rather than by themselves.  
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6.4.2.2  Association rules between authors and journals/conferences.  
 
 

 
Figure 31 – Association rules between authors in 2004 where transaction is a title. 

 
Above figure 31 presented the table with relations between authors in 2004. Based on this 
table it can be checked names appeared there, to which journal they usually write. Association 
rules were mined with relation names and journals/conferences. Still the transaction key was a 
title. It was explained at the top of the chapter that sometimes the reduced support algorithm 
is needed for mining hierarchic association rules. In this case the constraints were set on 
weaker level.  
Minimum transaction count was set to 5, minimum confidence was set to 10% and maximum 
items in a rule were set on 3. Next phase, after mining association allowed to find the in years 
those names that appeared on figure 31.  
 

 
Figure 32 - The results of above dependencies for 2004 year. 
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Figure 33 – results for association rules from 2001 to 2003 but for authors derived from 

2004 
 
 

 
Figure 34 – results for association rules from 1998 to 2000 for authors from 2004 

 

count  book_title/journal date of first 
appearance  

4931 IEEE Trans. Computers 1975 
2843 ITC 1981 
1328 ACMMutimedia 1967 
732 AsianTestSympsium 1992 
682 IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst. Video Techn. 2000 
484 PCM 2000 
Table 19 – number of selected articles/papers in journals/conferences 

 
Conclusions: 
Table 19 presents the journal and conferences that are related to the authors from 2004. The 
figures 32 33 and 34 show to what journals and conferences the associated authors mostly 
write in previous years. It turned out that those most popular pairs wrote to popular journals 
and present their papers in popular conferences. The popularity here also means the age of 
journal/conference. However based also on table 19, popular pairs of authors wrote to the new 
ones journals/conferences as well. They do not stick to old ones only. From years 1998 to 
2000 they wrote mostly to the popular ones but in 2004 they also begin with the new ones. 
Popular pairs of authors widen the area of their interests through years.   
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6.4.3 Progression of certain journals and conferences in years 

 

Association rules can give knowledge about certain journals and conferences and their growth 
or regression during years. Here items were, merged journal, conferences and years. The 
transaction key was title which describes that certain papers and articles are written for 
certain journals and conferences in certain years. Again, were removed those journals and 
conferences from database which appeared in 2005, because they were not complete yet. The 
constraints are set as follows. Instead of setting minimum support it was better to set 
minimum transaction count because the percentage of minimum support could give not 
complete association rules. The transaction count was set at the 10. Minimum confidence we 
set on 10% and maximum number of items in a rule should be no more than 3.  

For our analysis it was assumed that journals and conferences should be on the left side of a 
rule (antecedent) and year in this analysis is a consequent.  

The rules are divided with two items in a rule and three items in a rule.  

 
6.4.3.1 Association rules with two items in a rule 

 
Figure 35 presented the results of association rules for journals, conferences and years. This is 
only segment of a data, sorted by support.  
 

 
Figure 35 – Association rules for journals, conferences and year 

 
a/ Association rules with CoRR journal   
 
On the first place there were three the most occur relations between journal and year. SAS 
counted J_Corr and year occurrences and the most frequent seemed to be J_CORR => 2003 
which suggested that in this year people wrote more articles than in 2004 which is second on 
the association rules list. The percentage of appearance of this journal through the years was 
counted. Let’s remind the table from chapter 6.3.4.1 with counted number of articles wrote in 
years: 

  
number of articles year 

20260 2004 
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number of articles year 
21955 2003 
20343 2002 
18615 2001 

Table 20 – number of all articles in years 
 

Below the table was prepared with reference to above information presenting number of 
journals in years, CoRR occurrences in years and the percentage of CoRR in relation to all 
written articles. The results are presented in table 21.  

 
 

year number of articles overall  
number of articles 

wrote for CoRR 
journal   

percentage 

2004 20260 803 3,96% 

2003 21955 812 3,69% 

2002 20343 640 3,14% 

2001 18615 573 3,07% 

Table 21 – Percentage of occurrences CoRR articles in years 
 
 

The year 2005 was removed from the analysis because they were no all information about 
written articles in DBLP, because  they were not added yet. It appeared the growing progress 
in writing articles to CoRR journal.  
 
Conclusion:  
The conclusion is that people from year to year wrote more to this journal. However lets look 
at the picture 37 where the confidence for rule J_CoRR� 2003 is a little bigger. This tells 
that in 2003 people wrote more frequently in relation to whole sum of articles made in 2003. 
However, the table 21 shows during these four years the writings growth by 1% in relation to 
articles overall.  
 
 
b/ Association rules Bioinformatics journal.  
 
For second analysis the second association rule from figure 35 were taken into consideration 
and the dependencies for Bioinformatics journal (J_Bioinformatics) were shown: 
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Figure 36 – association rules for Bioinformatics journal: 

 
 

First rule was removed from the same reason as was deleted CoRR from previous analysis. 
Below there is a presentation of table for Bioinformatics:  

 

year number of articles overall  number of articles wrote for Bioinformatics  
journal   Percentage 

2004 20260 565 2,78% 

2003 21955 447 2,03% 

2002 20343 282 1,38% 

Table 22 - Percentage of occurrences Bioinformatics articles in years 
 

Conclusions:  
The progress in writing articles to this journal in years is visible too. However the growth is 
faster than in above example from table 21. Through three years writing grows at about 
1,40% and in table 21 we can see that from year 2002 to 2004 this progress was smaller and 
equal 0,82%.  
 
 
c/ Association rules AAAI/IAAI conference:  
 
Below was presented another example from data for conference AAAI/IAAI (American 
Associations for Artificial Intelligence/Innovative Applications of Artificial Intelligence ): 
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Figure 37 – association rules for AAAI/IAAI conference: 

 
 

Here the progression was not so simple as on above data. The occurrence table for this 
conference is presented below:  

 
 

year Number of articles overall  number of articles wrote for 
AAAI/IAAI conference percentage 

2002 7987 182 2,27% 

2000 6682 230 3,44% 

1999 5957 197 3,3% 

1998 5556 206 3,70% 

1997 5325 213 4% 

1996 4297 289 6,72% 

Table 23 – Percentage of occurrences AAAI/IAAI  articles in years 
 

Conclusion: 
The percentage of occurrences here was not changing in order. For example the number of 
papers presented in year 2002 is smaller than in year 2000. There can be many explanations 
of above situation. First is that instead presenting papers only to one specialized conference, 
the new conferences occurred during time and more authors write to new ones, which means 
that this conference (AAAI/IAAI) is not so popular or so far there are no more “fresh” topics 
which can be present on this conference. Also this conference were not appeared in the next 
years in relation to our association rules. So the constraints could be set up to high or these 
conference simply lost its popularity completely.   
  

6.4.3.2 Association rules with three items in a rule 
 
Below there is a presentation of association rules with three items in a rule. It is hard to find 
progression in such small set of rules. However the interesting conclusions can be drawn also 
from this data. 
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Figure 38 – association rules where set size = 3 and left size is not year 

 
Conclusion : 
On above table, after the cleaning from redundant data, dependencies were presented, 
between two journal/conferences in antecedent and year as a consequent. The transaction key 
here is the title. The conclusion is that in some years the articles/papers were 
published/present for two conferences/journals. The most papers were written in 1994 for 
both conferences: CHICnferenceCmpanin and CHI.   

 
 
 

6.4.4 Dependences between years and names 
 
Because there were problems with processing with whole database they were chosen 20 most 
popular conferences and journals and for them prepared the analysis. Association rules were 
divided into two groups. Where transactional key was conference and transactional key was 
journal. Our “product” was merged items of year and author. The complex structure of 
hierarchy is also visible here. There were taken into consideration conferences/journals 
authors and years. The constraints needed to be set on appropriate level. There were 539 
journals and 692 conferences overall. It was picked up only 20 both for conferences and 
journals. So the constraints were set on lower level, as follow: Transaction count is set on 5, 
minimum confidence on 10% and maximum number of items on 3. This threshold allowed to 
get the two sets of association rules for conferences and journals, where authors and years 
were merged. After cleaning process left only those rules where author(s) are antecedent and 
year(s) is a consequent. First were presented journals.  
 
a/ association rules for journals 
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On figure 39 we present only segment of generated association rules.  
 

 
Figure 39 – association rules between authors and year for journals 

 
 
 
Conclusion: 
The authors were writing almost each year to the same journals. There was a little gap 
between years of the same author. Which informed that between 1997 and 2004 they could 
wrote to other journals or couldn’t wrote at all. But it was certainly caused by picking only 
top 20 journals from whole set. There is also another explaining of this “loophole”. 
Conference could change name during these missing years. The main conclusion here is that 
we got the association rules of authors that are maintain the own publishing of articles for 
journals at the same level. It means that they write the similar (or equal) number of articles 
each year.  
 
 
b/ association rules for conferences 
 
Figure 40 presented generated association rules for conferences. 
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Figure 41 – association rules between authors and year for conferences 

 
 
Conclusion: 
Instead of huge amount of association rules figure 41 showed its smaller portion. Because 
there are less conferences than journals SAS generated only 25 rules. But the same as before 
some of years are missing because of choosing only 20 conferences. But if it comes to authors 
there was a similar tendency, that each of them publishes the same number of papers every 
year. However here some authors appeared rarer and didn’t write so frequent. After checking 
those names it appeared that those authors were not so popular and overall presented much 
less papers that their popular “friends”   
 

 
6.4.5 Dependences between journals and conferences  

 
During analysis dependences between journals were searched. Transactional key is author. 
This chapter tried to find interesting connections between journals and conferences. The 
constraints are as follows. Transaction count was set at 1000, minimum confidence on 10% 
and maximum number of items on 3.    
 
 
a/ The most frequent rules were gotten and were checked the percentage of occurrence this 
two journals together then were checked the most productive twos. Ten most frequent rules 
(we look into transaction count) were taken into consideration. Below is the table for that 
analysis: 
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Figure 42 – the 10 most frequent rules 

 
 
 

 
Figure 43 – presentation of rules in relation to confidence and transaction count 

 
 
Conclusion: 
Based on table and on figure 43, the top ten journals/conferences (which were antecedent in 
association rules) from the table above, no matter with how many journals/conferences they 
were related, they had the highest confidence with those journals/conferences where number 
of transaction is the highest.  
 
 
Let take a look into statistic of occurrence of these journals/conferences.  
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count   journal 
6163 Theor. Comput. Sci. 
4939 Inf. Process. Lett. 
3809 Pattern Recognition 
2659 Nucleic Acids Research 
2546 Bioinformatics 
2546 Pattern Recognition Letters 
2305 SIAM J. Comput 
1330   Inf. Comput. 

Table 24 – the most frequent journals 
 
 

Sum of articles 
written for journals 

from a rule  

Number of 
transaction 

of rule 

Rule Percentag
e of rule 

11102 1563 J_Inf. Process. Lett. ���� J_Theor. Comput. 
Sci. 

14% 

6355 1075 J_Pattern Recognition Letters ���� J_Pattern 
Recognition 

16,9% 

7493 1072 J_Inf. Comput. ���� J_Theor. Comput. Sci. 14,3% 
5205 1019 J_Bioinformatics ���� J_Nucleic Acids 

Research 
19,6% 

7244 1016 J_SIAM J. Comput. ���� J_Inf. Process. Lett. 14% 
Table 25 – the percentage of common writing for journals from rule. 

 
But before analysis of above table there is a presentation the journals and their position of 
appearance. In other words how old the journal is. These data are presented in table 26.   
 

name of the journal from a rule origin year 
Information Processing Letters 1971/72 
Theoretical Computer Science 1975/76 

Pattern Recognition 1989 
Pattern Recognition Letters 1968/69 

Information and Computation 1957/58 
Theoretical Computer Science 1975/76 

Bioinformatics 1998 
Nucleic Acids Research 1975 

SIAM journal on Computing 1972 

Table 26 – journals with origin date 
 
 
Of course year sometimes is not enough factor to decide whether the journal is relevant and 
popular so the table with occurrences for journals from rules in table 26 were presented. 
Dependences between journals and years were presented to check their popularity. Reduced 
support algorithm were used because there was a “going down’ approach for mining rules 
from lower level. Minimum support were set on lower level. In more precise words the 
number of transactions were lowered to 100, to mine more interesting dependences and find 
the rules which confirms the popularity of certain journals from the table 26.    
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Figure 44 – occurrences for journals appeared above 

 
 
 
Conclusion:  
Based on the rules presented on Fig 44 and on table 26 and above figure 44 with occurrences 
for journals, popular journals have tendency to exist together. This means that authors who 
wrote to one journal they also in 15-20% chance put their article in second journal too. 
Measures here were the date when the firs time journal occur and the frequency of 
occurrences of the journal. These two factors show the popularity of the journal. The more 
popular journals were, the frequent people write to both of them.    
 
 
b/ We get the most frequent rules and check the percentage of occurrence this two 
conferences together and check the most productive twos. We get ten most frequent rules (we 
sort the rules by transaction count). Below we present the table of them: 

 

 
Figure 45 – the 10 rules with between conferences.  

 
 

the most frequent conference conference title from a rule year      

3053 DAC 1986 
2843 ITC 1981 
2266 AAAI 1980 
1023 CHI 1994 
1020 AAAI/IAAI 1989 
1017 CHIExtendedAbstracts 1995 
732 AsianTestSympsium 1992 
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the most frequent conference conference title from a rule year      

414 CHICnferenceCmpanin 1997 

Table 27 – the most frequent conferences 
 

 
Sum of papers for 

conferences from a 
rule  

Number of 
transaction of 

rule 

Rule Percentage of 
rule 

3286 467 C_AAAI/IAAI ���� C_AAAI 14,2% 
2040 430 C_CHIExtendedAbstracts ���� C_CHI 21% 
5896 416 C_ITC ���� C_DAC 7% 
3575 325 C_AsianTestSympsium ���� C_ITC 9% 
1437 302 C_CHICnferenceCmpanin ���� C_CHI. 21% 

Table 28 – the percentage of common writing for conference from rule. 
 

 
Conclusion:  
The percentage rule is a division of number of transaction of a certain rule by sum of papers 
for conferences from a certain rule. The rules are on figure 45. There were two groups of rules 
distinct. Those where items belong to the same family (as conference AAAI/IAAI with AAAI 
and CHICnferenceCmpanin with CHI) and those which are not combined by similar topic. 
Those with similar (bit not the same) topics are related with each other stronger. Table 28 
shown that association percentage differs from 14% -21%. This means that authors common 
choose conferences with similar knowledge, and also same authors have knowledge guided in 
one specific area and widen them into the similar background. However there is a second 
group of rules, where authors want to explore new areas of computer science field. (for 
example rule combining ITC and DAC conference). Those conferences are concern on 
different areas, but there were people whose interests were not guided into only one point. 
But table 28 shown that, the percentage of these second groups of relations was much lower 
than in case of first group. To sum up authors wee rather guided in one topic and their 
exploration were rather focus on one subject (which they can widen), than exploring in many 
different areas.          
 
 
c/ This analysis represents association rules with three items in a rule, where two of them are 
antecedent. On figure 46 there was only a segment of the whole association rules set. It was 
showed 30 the most frequent one. The transaction count was set to 20, minimum confidence 
on 50% and maximum item in a rule was set on 3.  
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Figure 46 association rules for set_size = 3 

 
Table 29 presented the journals that appeared on figure 46 and which were used during the 
analysis. Below were presented numbers of articles written to certain journals, journal title 
and the date of first release of the journal.   

 
count journal date of first volume   
6163 Theor. Comput. Sci. 1975/76 
4939 Inf. Process. Lett. 1971/72 
4931 IEEE Trans. Computers 1975 
3809 Pattern Recognition 1968/69 
2546 Pattern Recognition Letters 1989 
2430 IEEE Trans. Pattern Anal. Mach. 

Intell. 
1988 

2390 Discrete Applied Mathematics 1992 
2384 J. ACM 1954 
2305 SIAM J. Comput. 1972 
1954 J. Parallel Distrib. Comput. 1986 
1819 J. Comput. Syst. Sci. 1967 
1488 IEEE Trans. Parallel Distrib. Syst. 1990 
1330 Inf. Comput. 1957/58 
1171 J. Algorithms 1980 
1157 Algorithmica 1986 

Table 29 the statistics about the most frequent journals appeared on figure 46  
 
Conclusions:  
The conclusion is, based on figure 46 and table 29, that people who wrote to two popular 
journals (those where year of first volume fall on 60’s and 70’s ) they also wrote for the third 
one which is also popular. It is worth to notice that average confidence was over 60% what 
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means that these journals were rather strongly connected to each other and moreover the 
authors were also strongly related to these items in a rule. In simply words most of the authors 
did not write only to one journal, but they “showed” they productivity to others popular 
journals which were tied in a rule.  
 

 
6.4.6 Progression of journals and conferences  

 
Transaction key in this case was conference and journal. This chapter treated about founding 
dependences between them through years and checking how the percentage of common 
writings was changed.  
Same as on chapter 6.4.1 the difference between years in a rule should be no more than one 
year. The rules were tied with hierarchy structure (conferences/journals and years of 
appearance). We prepare two figures with measures support and confidence. The constraints 
for transaction count were set on 10 and confidence should be no lower than 40%, because of 
searching for common journals/conferences. It was better to set this value on higher 
percentage and avoid irrelevant data. Maximum number of items was set to three. The results 
of association rules for conferences and journals were presented below. Data were prepared 
from year 1985, because before in association rules there were lack of conferences before that 
date.   
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Figure 47 – progression of confidence for journals and conferences in relation to two following 

years  
 
The rules looks similar in chapter 6.4.1 but the only common thing was that year in 
antecedent was lower at one than consequent. Y axis – the confidence which told on what 
percentage common relations between journals/conferences were connected together through 
years. In case of common journals the confidence was rather on the same level. In case of 
conferences confidence grown through years. 
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Conclusions: 
The main conclusion is that journals, as the bigger group than conferences, were rather tied at 
the same level of confidence which proved that many journals have been tied together 
through many years and no matter the new ones appeared the most popular ones often 
“worked” with the same group. It meant that even the people who wrote for certain journals 
changed and became replaced by new ones, the habits did not change and the new ones also 
wrote to the same journals. 
A little progress was shown in about conferences. However the confidence was on lower 
level, the growth from 46% to 61% is visible. This growing process for conferences started 
from rule 1992→→→→1993. It may be caused by not having whole information from recent years.  
This information tells that some conferences become more common and authors also 
appeared with the papers to this tied conferences more often.   
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Figure 48 – progression of journals and conferences in years related to support 

 
 
Conclusions: 
The x axis remains the same as in previous figure – rule. Y axis is responsible for support and 
represents the progression of articles/papers appeared in journals/conferences through years. 
In both cases it can be noticed growing tendency. However in journals this progression was 
much higher which indicates bigger number of articles written and bigger activity within the 
space of almost 20 years.  The support for conferences was a little bit lower and the 
progression was rather less than in case of journals. This can mean that during the years, new 
single conferences appeared to where more people, more frequent presented their papers and 
the conferences which were tied together became a little less popular than in recent years.   
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6.4.7 General conclusions of executed tests  
 

Chapter 6.4.1 was focused more in growing confidence rather than support. That is why for 
these analysis DBLP – grouping algorithm with uniform support was used. Confidence was a  
key measure and it was set on low level – 10%. That gave a chance to find the progression of 
co-authorship in years.  

Chapter 6.4.2.1 presented another approach in mining hierarchical association rules. Thanks 
to division data to several groups it allowed to extract the most popular authors who wrote 
together in years. This approach forced using reduced support for lower levels. Transaction 
count was lowered to 5 for years, which were less than 2004. Because in before years 
common authors might not be as productive as in 2004. Similar phases were used in chapter 
6.4.2.2 but for other dependences. First were mined rules between authors from year 2004, 
then searched dependences for these authors but related to journals and conferences. And 
again searched dependences forced lowering transaction count measure to 5 to find more 
appropriate relations between objects. That caused appearance of bigger amount of rules and 
more interesting conclusions about popular authors and their relations to popular and not so 
popular journals and conferences.  

Chapter 6.4.3 focused on transaction count, because thanks to that measure, progression of 
certain journals was gained. The frequency of the most popular journals with the biggest 
amount of transaction count in years, as it turned out, were bigger from year to year. It meant 
that there was a growing tendency in publishing articles to this journals. If we get the less 
popular one, the progression was rather on poor level (AAAI/IAAI conference).  

Chapter 6.4.4 gave dependences between authors and years. But because of SAS Enterprise 
problem with processing huge amount of data, there were selected the 20 most popular 
journals and conferences, but even in this small set there were discovered some dependences. 
However transaction count was set on very low level – 5. It appeared that there were authors 
who wrote similar number of papers from year to year.  

Chapter 6.4.5 came with dependences between conferences and dependences between 
journals, where author played a key role. It appeared that authors more frequent wrote to two 
journals with the same domain (which stood for 15% to 20%) rather than writing to two 
different areas (9%). To mine relevant association rules the transaction count was set at start 
at 1000. However in the next phase these threshold were lowered to 100, to check the 
occurrences for certain journals mined before. It was necessary to check whether was a 
tendency that tells about popular journal exiting together.  

Chapter 6.4.6  showed how conferences were related to each other but through years. The 
tendency on elders years were rather at standstill –  the confidence was no growing. However 
from year 1992 it changed. The explanation of such step could be that before this year not 
every conference and journal were submitted to database. Moreover confidence for journals, 
which is similar through years can suggest, that people were focused to writing to the same 
domains and new journals were not appeared. On the other hand new popular journals 
appeared and replaced older ones – that is why confidence for journals is on the same level.  
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These analysis do not exhaust the subject. However they showed from how many points of 
view hierarchic association rules can be mined. DBLP – grouping algorithm showed his 
advantages of using, in many cases still irrelevant association rules were appeared which 
needed to be removed “by hand”. Also setting measures was not so simple. Sometimes 
several attempts were made to finally decide on what percentage the measures should be set 
to gain interesting knowledge.  

DBLP - grouping algorithm put constraints on number of columns. But If were searched 
dependences between different levels of hierarchy there still appeared association rules for the 
same level that needed to be removed. The advantage of algorithm was that we could choose 
data for these columns. Putting every set of transaction, from “transaction table” (was placed 
before the “re-group” table in algorithm) to extract association rules, can be messy. It was 
easier, by using DBLP – grouping algorithm put only these data, (items and key) in two 
columns in “re-group” table, that were really needed for further analysis. To sum up, own 
process model fulfill perfectly the requirements of mining interesting associations with 
respect to hierarchy. 
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7 Conclusions and future work 
 

The thesis characterized association rules process in the context of using it in hierarchy 
structure. The advantage was taken on DBLP database and its XML hierarchy. Theoretical 
part explained the process of data mining especially in relation to association rules. Different 
algorithms were presented both for simple and for multi-level association rules. The 
differences between methods and algorithms for association rules analysis were presented in 
context of complexity problems, their timing results and efficiency. It was also carried out 
how some algorithms, especially a-priori can be hastened. Practical part was responsible for 
preparation a new process model for DBLP database and new process of mining hierarchical 
association rules, called DBLP – grouping algorithm. Interesting data were extracted from 
DBLP that help in discovering patterns of human co-authorship. Experiments were made with 
the appropriate software – SAS 9.1 – in which dependences among different level of 
hierarchy were mined.  

Analysis encountered many problems that were had to deal with. The appropriate choice of 
data was very important and finding hierarchies among the XML structure was priority. Next 
the cleaning process was performed.  

Conclusion 1.  

Searching association rules mostly depends on content of data. The more complicated 
structure, the harder distinguish levels among items.     

One of the most problematic issues was that the SAS tool mines only simple association rules. 
That is why DBLP – grouping algorithm was built for deriving multi-level association rules 
from DBLP database. Data were appropriately prepared and transformed in the special way. 
Every step of the algorithm was presented in chapter 6.1.2.     

Conclusion 2.  

Many analytic software do not have yet implemented algorithms for association rules for 
objects hierarchy. This thesis was one of the first step to make easier further research in this 
domain. 

The results concerned wide area of hierarchical data but not only the data itself. They were 
also depended on the given measures: support and confidence, which were presented in 
chapters 6.4.1 and 6.4.6, where those measures were studied to draw interesting conclusions.  

Conclusion 3.  

No matter with what structure we have to deal with (simple, hierarchic), basic constraints 
(support, confidence, lift) still determines the quality of knowledge after association rules 
mining. Moreover in hierarchic structure constraint are strictly depended on item level, then 
different approaches are used (e.g. uniform support, reduced support).   

There was also explained how the variables can be depended on each other and what 
knowledge can be discovered from DBLP database. Two methods of searching association 
rules were applied because of complexity of multi-level DBLP database hierarchy. Usually 
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were used uniform support for all levels, but in some cases reduced support was needed to 
extract relevant rules on lower level of hierarchy. This was shown in chapter 6.4.2 with 
lowered support (transaction count) for transactions in the recent years.     

These constraints had a key role during mining association rules. Without appropriate 
thresholds the knowledge might be incomplete and the results then might not reflect entire 
analysis but only a slice. Moreover, setting inappropriate minimum support and confidence 
could even deliver false results. The problem occurred with minimum support in the SAS 
system, because the system allowed to set support at thousandth of percent and after mining 
association rules, SAS showed support measure as 0,00% which on first sight suggested no 
connection between two items in a rule. However, there was the second measure in SAS that 
have similar meaning – transaction count. This measure served as a factor which test how 
many rules between items were in whole set of transactions. That is why second factor was 
used as a constraint in hierarchical association rules instead of the first. Bigger transaction 
count was set on the top level of hierarchy and lower on lower levels. Moreover, these factors 
also helped in mathematical analysis as it was presented for example in chapter 6.4.3.   

The gained results during analysis can be helpful in domain understanding. The discovered 
knowledge told, how the journals and conferences were related to each other. What was the 
impact of popular authors on writing to certain magazines and presenting papers in certain 
conferences. Also knowledge about general progress in frequency of common publications of 
authors in the recent years was founded. It was explained on what percentage levels the 
conferences and journals are tied in relation to domain.  

Conclusion 4.  

Hierarchy of DBLP database and “DBLP grouping” algorithm allows to discover such 
dependences as: progression of co-authorship in years, progression of journals and 
conferences in years, find dependences between journals and conferences.   

These results and many more showed how complex and interesting are association rules for 
objects hierarchy. First and foremost was that mining association rules can not be limited to 
using simple algorithm as in case of single association rules. That is why DBLP – grouping 
algorithm was invented and used. From varied abilities of choosing transaction count measure 
there was hard to set appropriate ones during analysis. Appropriate constraints mostly 
depended on type of analysis and data that were tested. We need to set above factors very 
carefully. 

Conclusion 5.  

Complexity of structure may drive to many uninteresting rules, however interesting ones are 
presented in more detailed way.   

The complexity of the whole process also concerns time of waiting for knowledge generation. 
In our analysis, it lasted even about 4-5 hours for mining associations from about 800000 
records. To reduce waiting for results it was important to take care of proper data that we 
needed during analysis. The cleaning phase, including selection only needed columns, 
removal blank fields and correction misunderstandings in rows – these simple activities can 
significant hasten mining operation. It appeared that the time was also depended on the 
hardware.  
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It is worth mentioning that DBLP database data, after importing them to SAS, take up large 
amount of disk space – this is another difficulty that needs to be eliminated. But now, where 
the technology is on such advanced level it is not hard to fulfill this requirement with using 
disc with large free space.      

Conclusion 6.  

Mining association rules is time-consuming process. Data should be previously well prepared 
and cleaned to reduce the time and costs of mining.    

Searching interesting association among hierarchic structure in XML data poses new 
challenges in algorithmic field, structural field and many others. Above complexity problems 
can be solved in other, better ways. Same application of reduced support is sometimes not 
enough to mine multi-level association rules. There is also worth to remember that hierarchy 
structure of DBLP database allows to mine cross-level association rules. For example, several 
authors can write to different journals.  

DBLP database is a fantastic structure that can be applied to finding sequential patterns. This 
type of data mining method searching the presence of a set of items in the time-stamp. The 
period of time is a key role in this method. Such knowledge can be discovered where for 
example productivity authors and journals are tied within the specific period. Of course this 
application is related to DBLP database hierarchy and indirectly to association rules, but with 
another important value “time measure” which stands for time interval between appearances 
of elements. Experiment on this field may concern for example finding common characteristic 
of all authors that wrote to a particular journal within the certain time period [t1,t2] or 
inversely distinct specific group of authors writing to a particular journal but through overall 
time. Besides, sequential patterns can also tests authors, their changing behaviors and habits 
in writings through years. The number of items in a sequence can also be set.  

Above conclusions allowed to look far-reaching at development of hierarchic association 
rules It can be widen from technological and algorithmic point of view to shorten time of 
awaiting for results and reduce complexity. Moreover, hierarchic association rules can be 
incentive in development of DBLP database for better organization of bibliographic 
descriptions from scientific conferences and journals. This data can be used successfully with 
sequential pattern since features like modification date and year can keep time-interval role.  

Mining association rules for objects hierarchy can have many future applications. There are 
several areas that can be explored in relation to this thesis. However this can lead to another 
problematic issues to solve, like, mentioned before, mining sequential patterns in objects 
hierarchy. But widening thesis and make up new solutions for new problems can only give 
better results which can drive us to other brilliant ideas.  
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Appendix A Map File  
 

The map file contains information about how to divide XML file into tables and columns. 
4GL language allows to transform map file into tables readable by SAS. The structure of this 
map file consist of  information needed for further mining hierarchical association rules. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
 
<SXLEMAP version="1.2">  
 
 
 <!-- TABLE (AUTHORS_ARICLE) --> 
 
 
<TABLE name="AUTHORS_ARTICLE">  
      <TABLE-PATH syntax="xpath"> /dblp/article/aut hor </TABLE-PATH>  
     
    <COLUMN name="KEY" retain="YES" ordinal="YES">  
      <INCREMENT-PATH syntax="XPath">/dblp/article< /INCREMENT-PATH> 
      <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 
      <DATATYPE>integer</DATATYPE> 
      <FORMAT width="10">Z</FORMAT>     
    </COLUMN>  
 
  <!-- author --> 
      <COLUMN name="author">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article/author </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
         <LENGTH>50</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
</TABLE> 
 
    <!-- TABLE (ARTICLE) --> 
 
 
   <TABLE name="ARTICLE">  
      <TABLE-PATH syntax="xpath"> /dblp/article </T ABLE-PATH>  
      
     <COLUMN name="KEY" retain="YES" ordinal="YES">   
      <INCREMENT-PATH syntax="XPath">/dblp/article< /INCREMENT-PATH> 
      <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 
      <DATATYPE>integer</DATATYPE> 
      <FORMAT width="10">Z</FORMAT>     
     </COLUMN> 
 
      <!-- title --> 
      <COLUMN name="title">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article/title </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
         <LENGTH> 300 </LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
      <!-- pages --> 
      <COLUMN name="pages">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article/pages </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
         <LENGTH> 10</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
      <!-- year --> 
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      <COLUMN name="year"> 
         <PATH> /dblp/article/year </PATH> 
  <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 
      <DATATYPE>integer</DATATYPE> 
      <FORMAT width="10">Z</FORMAT>     
          </COLUMN> 
  
      <!-- volume --> 
      <COLUMN name="volume"> 
         <PATH> /dblp/article/volume </PATH> 
         <TYPE> numeric </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> integer</DATATYPE> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
 <!-- journal --> 
      <COLUMN name="journal">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article/journal </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
         <LENGTH> 100</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
 <!-- number --> 
      <COLUMN name="number">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article/number </PATH> 
         <TYPE> numeric </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> integer </DATATYPE> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
      <!-- url --> 
      <COLUMN name="url">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article/url </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
  <DEFAULT> none </DEFAULT> 
         <LENGTH>100</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
      <!-- ee --> 
      <COLUMN name="ee" retain="YES">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article/ee </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
  <DEFAULT> none </DEFAULT> 
         <LENGTH>100</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
       
  
      <!-- cdrom --> 
      <COLUMN name="cdrom">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article/cdrom</PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
  <DEFAULT> none </DEFAULT> 
         <LENGTH>50</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
     <!-- mdate --> 
      <COLUMN name="mdate">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article@mdate </PATH> 
         <TYPE> numeric </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> date </DATATYPE> 
         <FORMAT width="10" >yymmdd</FORMAT>  
         <INFORMAT width="10" >yymmdd</INFORMAT> 
  <LENGTH> 10</LENGTH> 
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      </COLUMN> 
 
 <!-- keyAtr --> 
      <COLUMN name="keyAtr">  
         <PATH> /dblp/article@key </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
         <LENGTH> 30</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
</TABLE>  
 
 <!-- TABLE (AUTHORS_PAPER) --> 
 
<TABLE name="AUTHORS_PAPER">  
      <TABLE-PATH syntax="xpath"> /dblp/inproceedin gs/author </TABLE-PATH>  
     
    <COLUMN name="KEY" retain="YES" ordinal="YES">  
      <INCREMENT-PATH syntax="XPath">/dblp/inprocee dings</INCREMENT-PATH> 
      <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 
      <DATATYPE>integer</DATATYPE> 
      <FORMAT width="10">Z</FORMAT>     
    </COLUMN>  
 
  <!-- author --> 
      <COLUMN name="author">  
         <PATH> /dblp/inproceedings/author </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
         <LENGTH>50</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
</TABLE> 
 
    <!-- TABLE (PAPER) --> 
 
   <TABLE name="PAPER">  
      <TABLE-PATH syntax="xpath"> /dblp/inproceedin gs </TABLE-PATH>  
      
     <COLUMN name="KEY" retain="YES" ordinal="YES">   
      <INCREMENT-PATH syntax="XPath">/dblp/inprocee dings</INCREMENT-PATH> 
      <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 
      <DATATYPE>integer</DATATYPE> 
      <FORMAT width="10">Z</FORMAT>     
     </COLUMN> 
 
      <!-- title --> 
      <COLUMN name="title">  
         <PATH> /dblp/inproceedings/title </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
         <LENGTH> 300 </LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
      <!-- pages --> 
      <COLUMN name="pages">  
         <PATH> /dblp/inproceedings/pages </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
         <LENGTH> 10</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
      <!-- year --> 
      <COLUMN name="year"> 
         <PATH> /dblp/inproceedings/year </PATH> 
  <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 
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      <DATATYPE>integer</DATATYPE> 
      <FORMAT width="10">Z</FORMAT>     
          </COLUMN> 
  
      <!-- book_title --> 
      <COLUMN name="book_title"> 
         <PATH> /dblp/inproceedings/booktitle </PAT H> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
 
      <!-- url --> 
      <COLUMN name="url">  
         <PATH> /dblp/inproceedings/url </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
  <DEFAULT> none </DEFAULT> 
         <LENGTH>100</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
      <!-- ee --> 
      <COLUMN name="ee" retain="YES">  
         <PATH> /dblp/inproceedings/ee </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
  <DEFAULT> none </DEFAULT> 
         <LENGTH>100</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
       
  
     <!-- mdate --> 
      <COLUMN name="mdate">  
         <PATH> /dblp/inproceedings@mdate </PATH> 
         <TYPE> numeric </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> date </DATATYPE> 
         <FORMAT width="10" >yymmdd</FORMAT>  
         <INFORMAT width="10" >yymmdd</INFORMAT> 
  <LENGTH> 10</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
 
 
 <!-- keyAtr --> 
      <COLUMN name="keyAtr">  
         <PATH> /dblp/inproceedings@key </PATH> 
         <TYPE> character </TYPE> 
         <DATATYPE> string </DATATYPE> 
         <LENGTH> 30</LENGTH> 
      </COLUMN> 
</TABLE>  
</SXLEMAP> 
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Appendix B Abstract 
 
 

Reguły asocjacyjne, zwane czasami regułami koszykowymi, to jedna z najpowszechniej 
używanych metod eksploracji danych. Przykładowym zastosowaniem może być analiza 
koszykowa, gdzie szukane są zależności dotyczące zbioru zakupionych produktów.  

Poprzednie studia dostarczały zwykle metod i algorytmów dla prostych reguł asocjacyjnych 
(np. algorytm a-priori). Podobnie rzecz ma się z miarami: współczynnikiem wsparcia (ang. 
support) oraz pewności (ang. confidence), które są ściśle związane z regułami. Nakładają one 
ogólne ograniczenia na wydobywanie interesujących zależności. O ile w przypadku prostych 
reguł asocjacyjnych owe algorytmy i miary pozwalają na znalezienie istotnej wiedzy, o tyle w 
przypadku hierarchicznych reguł, proces eksploracji staje się bardziej złożony (m. in. kwestia 
relewancji i redundancji danych). Literatura nie poświęca zbyt wiele uwagi zagadnieniom 
związanym z wyszukiwaniem zależności na różnych poziomach hierarchii. Dlatego też 
powyższa praca stara się uzupełnić wiedze z zakresu tej dziedziny, popartą zarówno teorią jak 
i praktycznym rozpoznaniem problemu.  

W teoretycznej części pracy zostają zaprezentowane techniki ekstrakcji zależności między 
produktami, z uwzględnieniem złożonych struktur obiektów, oraz ich możliwość rozwoju, 
celem szybszego i efektywniejszego przetwarzania danych. Dokonana jest także analiza miar 
i ich wpływ na uzyskaną wiedzę.  

Część praktyczna przedstawia proces wyszukiwania reguł asocjacyjnych dla hierarchii 
obiektów. Do badań posłuży XML-owa baza DBLP, zawierająca opis danych 
bibliograficznych z konferencji i magazynów, z dziedziny informatyki. Uzyskane w niej 
hierarchie pozwolą na wydobycie ciekawych wielopoziomowych reguł, dotyczących 
współautorstwa, zależności pomiędzy konferencjami, progresję publikacji na przestrzeni lat 
itp.. Dodatkowo nacisk zostaje położony na odpowiedni dobór miar w zależności od poziomu.  

Aby zrealizować powyższe cele, opracowano model wydobywania hierarchicznych reguł 
asocjacyjnych przy użyciu systemu SAS 9.1., począwszy od zdefiniowania hierarchii w 
strukturze bazy i zaimportowania danych do systemu, poprzez proces czyszczenia i 
przegrupowania transakcji, na wytwarzaniu reguł kończąc.  

Przeprowadzone badania mają na celu wyjaśnienie problematyki związanej z 
wielopoziomowymi regułami asocjacyjnymi. Zostają zaprezentowanie ciekawe zależności 
oraz wiedza, uzyskana podczas testowania bazy DBLP.  

    
 
Słowa kluczowe: hierarchia, reguły asocjacyjne, DBLP, eksploracja danych    
 

 

 

 


